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WERE ELECTIONS
FRAUDULENT?

NUMBER 21)5

COMPLICATIONS
THE MISSION AND CHARACTER OF THE JEW
WITH TURKEY

BURTON'S CASE
LOOKS GLOOiW

statesman. This remark applies
to Spain, to Portugal, to Holland, to
Germany, to France, to Italy and to
By DR. ROBERT STUART MAC- - s
England. In the financial world he Affair Takes on Serious Government
Dam
Still Arguing Legality
ARTHUR,
has always been recognized as king.
Baptist
t Pastor of the' Calvary
great
In the pulpit he ha
a
been
Complexion by Action
Church, New York City.
Surprise on
power for good and for God.
Ballot Box Opening
ft Jt
He has endured persecution with a
heroism wor...y of the noblest saints
Sultan.
Senator.
Proceedings.
and martyrs the world has ever proThe Jew still has a great mission,
had
duced.
Spain,
In
Jews
where
the
.i.
called Christian.
even In countries
numerous colonies since the time of
mission is to con
Hadrian, their fortunes were confis- HE APPROVED MINISTERIAL MARSHALL FIELD JR. SHOT
part
One
that
of
TO BAIL
TWO MORE HELD
cated and their bodies were tortured
vert Christians to the religion of
eight centuries before the Spanish inChristians
Christ. Many
they endured
quisition.
Afterward
are so unlike Him, whom they, call
'
the
all
of
satanlc In Refusal to Grant Demand of Battleships, Scout Cruisers,
horrors
that
.iM;:
1
V"
Deaths Caused by Saloon Master, that they have virtually re
quisition. Autos da fe happened In
Portugal as late as 1776. and in South
pudiated this lordship in the affairs
Powers and Sends Orders
Gunboats, and TorFight Between Politas late as 1812. The story
America
i
ut
They
daily
are
lives.
of their
Is
persecutions
writ
these
of
terrible
to His Officers.
pedo Boats
terly unworthy of the Christian name,
ten in the blood of God's ancient chil
ical Factions.
dren.
The Jew belongs to the oldest aris
tocracy in the world. Americans who
Racial hatred and religious bigotry
The THREAT OF CHRISTIAN MASSACRE GENERAL
BOARD RECOMMENDS
are twin relics of barbarism.
HAS
FRAUD SUITS
LOUISVILLE
boast of having come over in the Maycruel persecutors of those early days,
flower,
and Britons, who claim as
on,) nf tnilm In PuaKtn ftrA HlMftnlPH
their ancestors those who came over
t.
of sataninity
rather than of Chris
Constantinople, Nov. 23. The sulSt. Louis, Nov. 23. With the govNew York, Nov. 23. Argument on with
extianity.
Christians of this tan today Issued an Irade approving ernment's case against United States
the Norman conquest, alike
;
,
motion to open the ballot boxes In the
character make atheism respectable the decision of his council of minis- Senator J. Ralph Burton, of Kansas,
contest of William R. Hearst over the cite a smile on the part of Jews,
and even commendable.
ters to reject the demands of the charged with using tils Influence bemayoralty election, has been adjourn- whose blue blood can be traced to
The Jews todaA in the patient en- IMiwers for an international control fore the postoffice department as a
ed until tomorrow.
Solomon and David, to Joshua and
durance of unspeakable wrongs, bet- of the finances of Macedonia. Whrther paid attorney for a corporation, pracMoses, to Abraham and Adam.
ter illustrate the ideal character set the rejection Is absolute or conditional tically developed, United States DisTWO ARE HELD TO BAIL
The Jew deserves high honor tor his
forth by Christ than do the fiendish has not been definitely ascertained.' trict Attorney Dyer announced, preBOTH IN BIG SUMS.! patriotism in all countries and cen
persecutors
who falsely bear the Vice Admiral Husnl Fasha hag start- vious to tho opening of the court toNov. 23. John Elder turies. This statement 1b true of the
New
Christian name. If the conduct of ed on a special steamer for the Dar- day, that in all probability the proseYork.
were consistently danelles, presumably with Instructions cution would finish the introduction
these persecutors
was held in $10,000 ball today, charg- Jew in Spain, both before and after
THE REV. DR. ROBT. STAURT MACARTHUR
Christian, many of us would repudiate for the commander of the forts in the of direct evidence durlnjj
ed with Illegal voting and perjury, the Spanish inquisition; of the Jews
tho mornand James Gallagher was held in in Germany, although the Germans are in the war of 1812 and In the Civil noets. novelists, dramatists, actors.1 the Christian name.
event of the appearance of the in- ing session.
$5,000 bail on the charge of perjury. now among the greatest Jew baiters, war. According to Hon. Simon Wolf, musicians and essayists, and as paint-congratulate
the
i
heartllv
most
InstrucVery few witnesses have been aumv
ternational fleets. Similar
Hearst's lawyers claimed that ninety-on- e forgetting that the Jews resided on as quoted by Dr. Madison C. Peters, era and sculptors.
Jewish people In America that on tions have been sent to the governors nioned by the defense. While no an
votes were found In one election the Rhine, enjoying a high civiliza- 7,884 Jewish soldiers served in the
next,
30,
Thanks
Thursday.
November
of Turkish Islands in the archipelago. nouncement has been mads to that
Th ereatest historian of the Chrisdistrict of the twentieth assembly tion when the ancestors of German Union and Confederate armies during tlan church Is Neandor; It is nftlrnied giving day, they are to celebrate the
effect, It Is presumed that Senator
district, which should have been Gentiles roamed the forests, clad
of
of
anniversary
the settlement
Button will be the principal witness
TURKEY BECOMES DEFIANT
civil war. Some of the bravest that his name w as originally David 2.r0th
boar skins; of the Jew in France, the
counted for Hearst, but were not.
In
consistent
were Jews. Mendel, and that, his father was a Jews
America. Their
AND QUITE BELLICOSE. in hi j iwn behalf. At the previous
In both armies
e
some of whose greatest soldiers and soldiers
education,
symmetrical
patriotism,
names shine with a luster which Jewish peddler. Did space permit,
Paris, Nov, 23. Turkey's note In trial the government dismissed ths
marshals wore Jews; true of the Jew Their
ELECTION FRAUDS ARE
passing
roll of Jews as mathematicians, as- - telligent Industry and noble character reply to the ultimatum, of the powers senator without a
even when pitilessly will grow brighter with the
CAUSE OF TWO DEATHS. in England,
In
Important
the
factors
tronomers. philologists and biologists have been
contains a warning that the action of but District Attorney Dyer has stated
was
New York, Nov. 23. Election frauds driven from the country, which' en
ii.JU nn
wni.illv honored could be eiven. In medicine Jews development of the American repub- the powers In resorting to naval that if the senator is placed upon
I.,,
ti,.
centuries,
when
cr
his
home
for
counall
have
In
to
past
police
Jew
of
the
are believed by the
maintained a loremost lic. The
demonstration may precipitate an In- the witness stand at this trial the
emancipation se- place in poetry and in art. Matthew have alwaysphilosophers,
caused the murder lat, night of V '. joying tothe complete
As
Jurists and tries and centuries has been heroic ternational uprising of the Mussul- government will have several ques1858, when he was Arnold goes so far as to call Heine' place.
in
Jew
the
cured
be
Naples
will
picture
triumphant;
In
Little
his
the
has and
F. Harrington,
the whole world
mans against the Christian population tions to ask wheu the defense is
"most important German succes-- j scientists,
to subscribe the the ...
with honor. resplendent and glorious. All hall to in Turkey. This Is considered to be through with the witness.
dance hall, and also the probably fa- no longer obliged
in rrnwnnrl tho Hebrew
nf nyntho
j ..,...,;.,.....
Chris-tlon;- "
of
true
a
faith
"On
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oath:
.
esnecially
.
.
land,
In
Jackerman,
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r
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f
nnri
Aai'o
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Toonli
tal injuries of Abraham
Sad Surprise for Senator.
Lrm thA
a threat, as it Is known that no demmost important uue "
and the statement is equally tioetne s t....
our own noble, free, radiant aud,i onstration of Mussulmans against
who was found with a fractured skull
The government sprang a Burprlse
i.. uwi cv.ru fnnn- - It inn ..I in tho time of Lord Ueacons-.iAmerican
an
Jew
true
the
of
js
away
Little
from
queenly
America.
some distance
the
been
Christians can crur unless it has the in the trial of Senator Burton tocHy
patriot, In the War of the Revolution, try iii Europe have attained fame as field, the Jew has
Naples.
silent acquiescence of the Turkish au- by Introducing as a witness Charles
dead
on
papers
the
found
From
thorities. The Turkish reply gives a II. Brooks, former president of comof
obtained
man, and from Information
very serious turn to the negotiations. pany, which was the predecessor ot
afBONAPARTE
WHAT
were
arrested
nine prisoners, who
the Rliilto company, and a former
BLOWN
police
learned
that
SALOON
president of the National Securities
ter the murder, the
DULUTH HOLDS BIG
matover
election
a quarrel started
STUMPAGE TIMBER SALE. company.
NAVY
FOR
FAVORS
a
prisoners
had
of
ters. One
the
Brooks testified that at a confer. Duluth, Minn., Nov. 23.
The anmarked ballot for the last election In
AND
AT
stumpage timber sale of this dis- ence between Burton, R. V. Kastor
nual
pocket.
his
himself, the senator was lntro
trict began here today and will con- and
Harrington was killed In the bar
tim- duced by KaHor, who said Burton
the
bulk
of
Incline
Advisers
He
The
tomorrow.
His
Will
tinue
and
Doane
Claude
of
Trial
a
during
Naples
wa-t
room of the Little
willing to represent the National
ber offered is cedar, tamarack and Securities
revolver battle, which left the floor
company. "Kastor said,"
for
Is suitable
spruce.
cedar
The
Battleships
Only
to
Lantry-Sharpe
during
which
Company
Expiration
blood,
Set
Before
and
be
spotted with
by
the witness, "here Is s
Issued
Checks
And
poles,- the tamarack for rallroaff ties continued
e
io-tlno
were
nrcn.
i
lime nrty snots
spruce for pulp wood. There man," pointing to Burton, "who deand
the
Kelby
Paul
conducted
Naples is
and
ol Present Term.
Is also some pine, but not in great feated your fight against Major DenDynamite Used in Accomplishing
ly, leader of the East Side gang, and
into
in .nlto r tho fart, that under nis, president of the Rlalto company.
memwhen
four
the trouble started
preventing the issue of a fraud or- iho',a
f.itinirs thn mirehasera have: by
,1
association,
l .t f t ntutnfflna I anu ft m a.
Liberty
.which
I
bers of the
Work.
.
of their pur- DUAIS rUK AUUUIUNJ.to pay the
lUKKtUU
JURY
,
GRAND
THE
SPORTS
gang,,
entered
Kelly
the
to
hostile
- replied that in that case It mlht be
is
I
mereof
instead
down,
In
cash
chases
midnight..
room
after
'
the
ly 25 per cent as In former years, well to employ Senator Burton, as
Is quite Kastor assured me that all the specuthe number of purchasers
23.
D.
Naval
Nov.
Washington.
C,
SUITS
Citizen.
FRAUD
The
Special
to
ELECTION
this morning for business, the eac
lative companies in St. Louis were
Special to The Citizen.
BDd he blddln8 8plrlted-interes- t
23.
district
The
with
Nov.
BROUGHT IN LOUISVILLE.
M.,
Gallup,
looking
appearance
forward
N.
are
keen,1"
presented the
officers
of having
tinder investigation and that trouble
N. M., Nov. 23. Another bold
Belen,
has
ofMcKlnloy
county
suits
23.
Forty
cyclone,
for
the
been attacked by a
might be made for me. There was
Louisville, Ky., Nov.
and its court
to the recommendations upon
I TAVF IIP niiTlF
some general discussion between mycontesting the recent election of every safe robbery has occurred here, and contents, except the money and the taken a recess till November 26, when which Secretary Bonaparte Is to work rUKUI WILI
4
this
and
up
o'clock
to
Albuquerque
reconvene
officers,
again
at
checks were scattered over the' floor. it will
the
city and county official in Louisville
OF NEW OriiCt T0M0KKUW self and Senator Burton as to terms
A telephone message was sent at set a time for the trial of the case of respecting the increase of the navy.
and other matters, but no definite arand Jefferson county, were filed In the afternoon, report no one arrested, not
battleships
Doane,
and
against
principal
Claude
to
is
once
favor
today.
territory
to Sheriff Baca at Los Lunas, the
rangement was reached."
He
known
The
circuit court
even a suspect, although Sheriff Baca
RETURN
of
killing
WILL
LUTZ
H.
charged
AGENT
the
8.
with
scouring
T.
O'Neil. fusion has a posse of deputies out
and he Instructed his deputy at Belen who is
suit is that of Joseph
The government also brought oat
torpedo boats, and It Is expected he
school
teacher
purposse
C.
SANTA
mayor,
go
Lyons,
robsummon
to
a
the
Walter
in
and
vs.' Paul
the fact that Brooks Is now awaiting a
candidate for
TO HIS FORMER JOB AT
the country hereabouts for the
will be influenced by the naval sentl-- ;
McKlnley
Ramah,
posse
been
haB
suit of the robbers. The
divid- found dead near
decision of the court of appeals on
Just
Barth, democrat, who
bers.
FE.
roent, which seems now to be against
chair.
his conviction of conducting a scheme
seated
in the mayoralty
night after A. C. Cox had ed into squads and started off In op- county, last spring. The trial will any other type of ships, especially
Iast
date.
early
an
regisillegal
a
up
for
posite directions, but
Charges of conspiracy,
to the time most likely be set
saloon, after
closed his "Cut-off- "
T. Ii Puidy, formerly a traveling to dct.nud in connection with the
old time commerce destroyers
Securities company.
tration, false returns, force and intim- good day's trade, and had turned In of sending this dispatch no arrests Doane is also charged with several the
gunboats. It is held among some passenger agent for the Santa Fe In
and
stealhorse
among
asks
them
idation, are made. The petition
other crimes,
for the evening, some one broke into had been made.
Kecretarv's advisers that the Oklahoma, who came here several
of
the
ing.
asfttle,
as IMPORTANT MATTERS
that the election of Barth be set
the place and was soon master of the There are a number of suspicious
has enouEh of the ships ol days ago to succeed ii- a.
that O'Neil be declared elected, or situation. The robber or robbers, characters loitering around. Belen This was the only case of grave Im- the armored cruiser and the gunboat Albuquerque agent for the Santa Fe,
two
during
up
portance
the
came
that
that it be decreed that there has been blew open the small safe with a these days, but citizens here believe
BEFORE JUDGE ABBOTT
class, and as an evidence of this ex- - will take up the duties of his newg
alno election.
stick of dynamite and tpok therefrom that thp real robbers have made good days the court was in session,
amples are given of the policy of send- - office tomorrow. Mr. Lutz, who
report
of
appears
passenthough
from
escape.
the
The southbound
it
about $400 in cash, and several hun- their
to the navy yards the shipa of nounced that he expected to go to
cases of Imdred dollars In checks, Issued by the ger train was late in reaching Belen the grand Jury, other
type which are considered as no California, has been disappointed in ARGUMENTS IN QUO WARRANTO
WANTED IN SAN FRANCISCO,
such
brought
up
portance
before
may
be
PROCEEDINGS
Iautry-SharTHE
Construction company, this morning, and it is thought that
REBATE
longer available for duty. In nearly this respect, as no station could be
pasexpires.
CASE.
the present term
ARRESTED IN ALBUQUERQUE and which had been cashed by Mr. the men who did the work took
every case where it has been a ques- found for him there at present, and
borsage and are now safe across the
Cox during the day.
of he will return to bis former position
The report of the McKlnley county tion of the repair of a ship of war
Judge Abbott, of the Second JudiWhen the saloon was opened eany der into Mexico.
as agent at Santa Fe, pending the
grand Jury, spoken of In the special the intermedlatextype, the department
JOHN H. OTT. OF GOLDEN GATE
cial district court, was occupied this
in
state
on.y
the
him
openiug
place
a
for
shall
be
of
there
determined
has
CITY,
IS TAKEN FROM SANTA
above, may be found in another colafternoon In hearing arguments In the
such work done as will prevent the of gold aud roses.
FE LIMITED, CHARGED WITH
umn of this edition of The Citizen.
Mr. Purdy has been with the Santa quo warranto proceedings brought In
ship from deteriorating, und no proGRAND LARCENY.
Bernalillo county sheriff's case.
vision Is made for restoring the ship Fe for twenty years, filling various the
NEW LAKE HAS BEEN
oi capacities from office boy to station The attorney general of New Mexico
On authority of a telegram from J.
FOUND IN CANADA. for active duty. With thlH statelikeagent, and there Is little doubt about has attempted to withdraw the name
affairs before the secrtary, he is
F. Dinan, chief of police of San FranA new
Nov. 23.
Ont.,
Ottawa,
service
his making good at the local station of the territory in the case, after first
accept
ly
the
the
to
view
that
DOWN AND OUT lake, not so far shown on any Can
READY
cisco, two members of the local police
battlehaving
making good with the business granting permission to use it, and the
by
and
be
maintained
shall
departlnent removed John H. Ott from
arguments are for and against whethadian maps, has been discovered ships and torpedo boats provided for men of Albuquerque as well.
the Chicago limited train last night,
er or not he has a right to withdraw
Abltlbi. This in the next nava bill. It Is undernorth and west of
aud placed him under the surveillance
London, Nov. 23. Hecent rumors of unite on his fiscal policy has not me lake was discovered by the surveyors,
it. The arguments were still In proDEDICATES
while
Bonaparte,
KALAMAZOO
secretary
of an officer, awaiting further advice
gress at 4 o'clock.
. .
with much success. On the contrary, of the transcontinental railway. It Is .
parliament
wm
nli(,v.
of
dissolution
early
fhla
an
NORMAL INSTITUTE.
trom San Francisco.
Chamberlain, the most powo-f- ul twelve miles long and three miles! '
,
Argument on
motion made by
mc,,i ,1PnnrHnn
are Joseph
.. n . . , U
A l.l,
T nla
Ott Is charged with grand larceny, and an appeal to the country
The the attorneys for the
.l nOl.
Kalamazoo, Mich., Nov. 23.
private member of the unionist ...I- - I1UI til HUllA B'JIIIU
"1
the Caledonian
nuiU"!
tjl3
general
board.
by
suggested
the
could
gradually crystallzing Into more defi- coalition, directly Joined issue with and for 150 miles west tne soil Is
but the particulars of the case
Western Normal Institute was form- company In the Santa Fe rebate Coal
case
ally dedicated today with appropriate asking that the defendants produce
not be learned. Ott denied the charge. nite form, and while uu olticial inti- bis chief by a speech at Bristol, Tues- good, being clay loam.
PHILADELPHIA'S FORTY-FIFTHe bad $J'0 on his person when ar-- i mation has been forthcoming, tho idea day, calling on unionism to rally to
Anionz certain contracts and documents as
ceremonies and exercises.
BOXING EVENT. those who attended the exercises and evidence in the
esi ed.
is prevalent in well iniorineil circles the support of his own more drastic GOLF TOURNAMENT
shit. Is set for tomorIN
The addressed the meeting were Delos row. The motion was to have been
JERSEY STATE.
Philadelphia, Penn., Nov. 23.
that Premier Balfour will lake an ear- fiscal proposals, which include a fifty
NAVAL BOARD MAKES
boxing tournament under Fall.the former state superintendent of argued this afternoon, but a continuly opportunity to place his resignaLakewcod, N. J.. Nov. 23.
The an- forty-fiftcent tax on grain.
LARGE RECOMMENDATIONS.
The cleavage of the parly was thus nual fall golf tournament, under the the auspices of the Athletic club of public instruction, Patrick Kelly, the ance was granted because of the Intion in the bauds of the klir;.
present superintendent of nubile in ability of Assistant Attorney F. W.
Washington, Nov. 23. Three first
Should this materialize, the liberals more markedly accentuated and many auspices of the Country Club of Lake-woo- Philadelphia, will be held In the
c'.ass battleships of at least 18.i'" tuns will bo invited to form a government, unionist politicians hold that no good
of the club house this even- struction. Mr. Wright, the president l athrop of the Santa Fe, to be pres-N. J., opened this morning on
displacement and 18 knots speed, three parliament will meet for a few days' purpose could be served by longer the Country Club's links. The num- ing. The weights will range from 115 of the state board of education, and ient. Mr. Latlirop arrived this after
scout cruisers of 5,ouii tons displace- session, and a general election will retention of office ahd that the weak- ber of entries is very In rite ami a to 115 pounds. The first prize Is a many others. This evening a largo noon from Kansas City on the Calireception will be held.
ment, one gunboat of the Helena occur early in the new year.
ness of the, party will only be further lart:e gallery Is in allcnd-mcediamond ring, tho secend a watch.
fornia limited train.
class and four other gunboats of lit;ht
accentuated by the perpetuation of
The political ettiuatjon was so radiAttorney R. E. Twltchell, assistant
draught, two for use In the Philip- cally altered during the last week that existing rivalries between the two
attorney for the Santa Fe. In New
pines and two for service In tho rivers even government supporters no longer sections.
Mexico, Is also hero for the purpose
torpedo ar.L-nof China, with
additional
A cabinet meeting Vjlh been culled
that Balfour has a sufficiently
of taking part In tho arguments.
boats aud torpedo bout destroyers, united party at his back to again meet for tomorrow. This will be only the
of the general board of the navy in parliament with the object of Initiat- second held this fall, and the fact that
YOUNG MARSHALL FIELD
its program of new construction to bo ing any legislation to the public ad- there have been so fw conferences
WAS SHOT LAST NIGHT.
authorized by tlui next congress, vantage.
between the ministers is taken as an- Cbleagu Nov. 23. The condition
which Is now under consideration by
The premier's appeal to the union- - other indication of imminence of
cf Marshall Field, ,lri. who was acci'he board of construction. Whether ists at New Castle a week ago, to i change of government.
Beautiful Society Girl Rejectdentally shot last night, was report- the board will approve the recommened this morning as somew hat Improv-- j
dations is not certain.
ed by Lover, Bicausc of
ed and bis chances of recovery are
NEW IN NEWSPAPER
ISLE OF PINES FOR
regarded as slightly belter.
ELDRIDGE PLACED ON
is Awarded
Consumption,
WITNESS STAND TOnay,
A WESTERN MONACO
TOGO'S FLAGSHIP IS
' '
I
...
',
New York, Nov. 23. The liibuiauce
i." V 4
BEING RAPIDLY RAISED.
Heavy Damages.
investigating committee today called
'
Nov. 23. Salvage operSr
Victoria.
P.udupest. Nov. 23.
One of the
V-rc;
iieorge D. Kldridge, vice president and
Havana. Nov. 23.
K
Close upon the
t.:v
r
tions were progressing vigorously on
nctuary of the Mutual Reserve Life report that the Americans of the local newspapers has caused consid: m .
J.
':
,!.
Admiral Togo's sunken flagship, the
Insurance company. He first became Isle of Pines, near the southern coast erable amusement and comment by
Seattle, Wash., Nov. Z'i. A superior
MiLasa. when the steamship Shaw-mu- t
c""'iec"l with the company May 1, of Cuba, had declared their Independ- publishing the following announce- court jury has Jusi awarded Miss
1891. The company was organized in ence from Cuba and have established ment:
left
the authorities beiag
"It has come to our notlcx
18K1 and was known as an assessment
determined
to raise hef with the
their own Independent government,' that hundreds of the inhabitants of Kosena (iiover damages to the exprom$10,000
for breach of
least possible delay. The theory bow
company, doing a post mortem assesscomes the news that. the revolutionary this city have found much interest in tent of
entertained In Japanese naval cirmovement was supported by a clique reading the novel entitled 'The Son ise on the part of Mayor Zonk ot
ment business until April, 1902.
cles for the loss is that decomposiof wealthy Americans, who have a of Valpurga,' which appeared in serial Ballard.
KOREAN STONE THROWERS
tion set in among the explosives in ths
decidedly practical object In view. It form in the columns of our contemcase
The
International
attracted
WOUND MARQUIS ITO. is stated, on what is believed to be porary, the 'Vasarhelyl.'
magazine aud spontaneous combustiost
The novel,
attention, and will be appealed by
resulted.
London, Nov. 23. A dispatch from good authority, that an American we are informed, ended yesterday,
Tokio says: "A message received syndicate Intends to make the Ule of
Orlando, the hero, pursued by Zook for retrial In the supreme court.
Zook, a.sked the young woman, who
from Seoul this morning states that Pines a second Monaco.
It Is said enemies, took refuge in a cave and
WILL GIVE ORGAN TO
Marqult I to was slightly injured by a to be tbe.r iutention to erect upon the there was slain. We are glad to in- Is prominent in Washington society,
stone thrown by one of a party of
island a magnificent Casino, aud a form all our readers and those who to marry him, and was accepted;
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
la'rire number of expensive residences, are interested in the fate of Orlando, later, he discovered that she had conKoreans last night.
i!l be rented for the winter that lie was not killed, but succeeded sumption, and broke the engagement.
which
YOUNG KING AND HIS
season to wrulthy people who wish to In escaping from the cave." We have Zook maintained that his fear of
FAMILY ON THEIR WAY. spend the winter in that beautiful cli- acquired the exclusive right to con- contracting tliB dis'ae and transmit.lo.ihua S. It:i nobis, the pres.
ident of the First National bank
Copenhagen, Nov. 2.1 King Haaken mate, and, at the same time, enjoy tinue the publication of the novel, ting It to posterity, prompted his acof ibis city, will dona:.- - to the
:
VII., Queen Maud ai.d Crown Prime the sport and excitement
which a anil will uot tolerate again for a mo- tion. The piaiutiff claimed that her
.
magnificent new church low beU!uf, started today mi
the Danish larse gan:M:ns house would offr to ment that the author of the series affliction was not contagious, and that
ing built for the Presbyterians
royal yael.t Dannebrog, for Chris- Uki::. For the accommodation of should kill his hero simply because she might have recovered, but for
of this city, a handsome pipe ortiana. Great crowds gathered to wit- rliose who do not wi.-- to be burdened he did nut receive sufficient pay from Zook's heartless action, which has f ver raised was bitterly contested by the ynutu' woman's cause triumphed
will
live
gan,
WcBt-erIt is not likely that she
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"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere'
the south this morning and Is spend- ing a vacancy occasioned
better cook with safe gas.
pension or removal by the Board on
ing the day In the city.
VE FILL
(
Dire. tin s, and until a new President
Is chosen.
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
NEXT TO BAr K OF COMMERCE
hall be responsible
Tile SecrelMiy
shall
and
luisiN.
ol
colli
ciKiu
lor the
and CURE THE LUNC8
GRAPE-NUT- S
203 W. F atlroad Ave.
At Consistent Prices
keen all .the ncncial records I,andfi.ii iu
ov
pay
uoi.i,ni
Me
counts.
nia'l
WITH
ei using his recei,
io t ie Tre:i--The absolute wholesoroenesa of Blats Beers is prejtherelor. He Lull draw all orders
upon the Treasurer fcr ail Money
determined by the Blutt Method, months before it
.1.
He shall
paid by the
comes
to you. Pure, sparkling water hops-ba- rley
render an account of the affairs of
in the good
AND CHICAGO LUMBER
brewed
matured
malt
and
ANSIIMPTIrlN
Pries
his office whenever called up to ib
Try one for
BlaU way. The ideal home beverage.
BUILDLN'O PAPER
PAINT
Always
t'HERM
H"
OUGHSand
$0ci$1.00
so by the lliiaid of Direclois.
FOR
OLDS
Frea Trial.
shall furnish a Ixind in muuiiul to be
Lime.
risste.,
C.ment,
MILWAUKEE
ruT
EST
CO.,
BREWING
VALBLATI
fixed by the liourd of Directors. The
Paint. Glass, Sash Doors, te.
measure.
Soreat and Uuickeat Cure for all
Secretary kIui'I lie paid such salary ns
rBNEST MEYERS & CO., Whole U Dealera,
TTTHOAT anil IYUVfr TEOUB.
Albuquerque Mew fWrnlco.
the Board of Directors bhall tlx.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
Book ( Rclp la 0eb pkg.
UtL or MONK'S BACK.
f
Toe Treasurer shall be liie eiisio-dia"Ble-t- s
Ss-r- r
Old
Always
tho
Good
e
id all the mom s of 'he Ami
fl
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DONT WANT TO

ROOSEVELT'S

CLEAN ENGINES

!

"PRETTIEST
WOMAN

PAGC THREE.

IN

SOUTH"

Such is One of the Grievances When President Roosevelt wis In writer describes the Roosevelt girl
south he picked an Atlanta, Oa., of his native city:
From Firemen Presented the
girl, Miss Selma Adelaide Allen, as
"Miss Allen Is a remarkably lovely
the most beautiful woman lie had ever young woman, one of the fairest flow
erg In Atlanta's rosebud garden of
to Manager Hurley.
seen in the southland.

Eta

5

.

The young lady was Introduced to girls. Her blue eyes, under dark
at a large reception and the lashes, complexion of Mended rose
president gallantly told her of his and gardenia, with well poised heao.
NO. STRIKE WILL RESULT FROM IT opinion, much
to the confusion of Miss crowned In vivid gold, presents wuat
Allen.
Devela would term 'a glorious color
This is how a delighted Atlanta scheme. "
Topeka
In
In
session
After being
for two weeks, two days of which
to
conferences with
were devoted
James B. Hurley, the general manager, and other officials of the road, the
Joint protective board, more commonly called the grievance committee of
the firemen employed on the Atchison, Topeka & ' Santa Fe system,
proper,
held their final Bession,,
Heeted officers for the ensuing year,
and adjourned.
Two demands of considerable Importance to the firemen on the road
were made by the grievance committee on Mr. Hurley and the other officials, and they were not allowed, and
a whole session of the firemen was
devoted to a dincusslon of the question as to whether or not they should
appeal from the decision of Mr. Hurley to Second Vice President J. W.
Kendrick. Such appeals are In ordPr
when the men are not satisfied with
the decision, but after talking the matter over they decided not to press
their claims auy further.
Don't Want to Clean Engine.
The men asked for changes In the
rules that would relieve them from
all cleaning of engines. Under existing conditions they are required to
clean the outside of the cabs and the
engine above the running board. They
asked to be relieved of this work and
COMING EVENTS
that it be done by men In the round
house.
November 22 and 23 Walter Thom
Their further request wa3 to be reas Mills will lecture at Colombo hall
lieved from putting supplies of any
on Socialism.
character on the engines. They are
Tequired to see now that the engines
November 23 Aat the Lead Ave
nue Methodist
be supplied with oil, waste and the
Episcopal
church,
like, and they have to put these sup"Robert Mclntyre." the noted lecturer.
MISS SELMA ADELAIDE ALLEN.
plies on themselves. They asked to
November
George Samuels
company.
have this work turned over to other
court
men. as it was quite a burden to acy, was begun in the district
November 29 Damon and Pythias,
OFFICIAL MATTERS
by local talent.
them.
today. The men were on trial last
It seems that under the present terra for holding up a Rock Island
December 1 The "Broken Hearted
Postoffice Established.
Club" and "Sarah's Young Man," by
rules these supplies are put on at all train at Fort Logan, but tne jury dis
a
A postoffice has been established
local talent, under the auspices of the
the big terminal points by other men, agreed. Today Engineer Walker was Miera,
Union county, to be served Albuquerque Woman's club.
but the firemen wanted this ruling to almost positive of the Identity of the
apply to every place along the line men, while the express messenger of from Benham, twelve miles to the
December. 5 "Marriage of Kitty."
George Gould has been
where these supplies are furnished, the train held up swore that they were northwest.
December 7 "Two Merry Tramps."
and this request was disallowed.
December 8 "Cousin Kate."
beyond a doubt two of the gang who appointed postmaster.Appointed.
Postmasters
There were really the only two mat- held up the train.
December 16 "Mahara Minstrels."
Both witnesses
Geroniuio F. Baca has been apters of importance that the firemen were more positive In their statements
December 25 "Hooligan in New"
pointed postmaster at Clyde, Socorro York."
had to take up with the officers of the than on the last trial.
county, to succeed Briglda Candelarlo,
road, and they pressed their claim for
December 27 "Hans Hanson."
resigned. Pablp Armijo has been apthem in a vigorous fashion.
WILSON SAYS NEARLY
pointed poBt master at Puertoclto, SoNo new agreement was entered into
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ALL STRIKERS AT WORK. corro county, to succeed Ambroslo
with the company, as the existing one
Wesley P. Shupe
Thomas L. Wilson, of Cheyenne, Garcia, resigned.
H. E. No. 576!).
Is generally favorable. It Is expected
postmaster at Department of the Interior, Land Ofvice president of the has been appointed
that the firemen will demand a new Wyoming, fourth
International Association of Machin- Canjilon, Rio Arriba county. Dagmar
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Ocagreement next year.
A. Haught has been appointed posttober 31, 1905.
'i nomas Burke, of St. Joseph, was ists, in an address before the Los AnNotice is hereby given that the folgeneral chairman of the geles lodge, reviewed the strike inau master at Rye, Arizona.
lowing named settler has filed notice
Mineral Claim Filed.
board for the coming year, R. B. gurated on the Santa Fe system near
The following mineral survey has of his Intention to make final proof
Wright of Fort Madison, secretary, ly two years ago. He said that of the
in the office of the surveyor In support of his claim, and that said
Argentine, treas- 1.600 machinists who went on the been filed
and F. W. Snyder,-o- f
proof will be made before the prostrike only 210 are at present out of general :
urer.
The Alta Vista lode, in the Socorro bate clerk at Albuquerque, New MexRegardless of the fact that their work. The others have secured work
Socorro county. ico, on December 5, 1905, viz., Gerdemands were not met, the members in various parts of the country. The mining district,
Survey trude Heco, widow of Francisco Heco,
of the board expressed themselves to 210 who are out of machinist em- Claimant, George E. Cook.
ployment are engaged by the union No. 1271, issued to O. P. Smith, dep- deceased, of Valencia county, for the
the effect that their relations with the as
uty mineral surveyor.
pickets.
company were satisfactory, and never
S4 SEH. NW 8E4, SW NE,
of section 28, township 12 north,
more amicable than at the present
i
range 7 west.
Don't Be Deceived.
George H. Mosier, general manager
time.
He names the following witnesses
General Manager Hurley confirmed for the Holmes Supply company, was Do not be deceived by, counterfeits
these statements, saying that the re- in the city yesterday. In company when you buy Witch Hazel Salve. The to prove his continuous residence
& Co. Is on upon and cultivation of said land,
lations between the men and the with W. S. Fields, Isleta manager for name of E. C.
company were exceedingly agreeable. the company, and left last night for every box of the gelnulne. Piles in viz., Juan Bauttste Kowemisneh,
e
Powto, Jose
and
Mr. Hurley added:
"Our schedule Los Angeles, the headquarters of the their worst form will soon pass away
Alonza, all of Laguna, New Mexwith the firemen is more favorable company. The Holmes Supply com- If you will apply DeWitt's Witch
pany has the contract for furnishing Hazel Salve night and morning. Best ico.
han any other in the country."
MANUEL R. OTERO,
supplies for the work gangs employed for Cuts, Burns, Boils, Tetter,. EcRegister.
zema, etc. Miss M. H. Middleton,
on the Santa Fe coast lines.
SHOPS GO UP IN
Thebes, 111., says: "I was seriously
FLAME AND SMOKE.
WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE
afflicted with a fever sore that waa
The Cripple Creek & Canyon City
But Few Are Free.
railroad stiops at Canyon City, Colo., But few people are entirely free from very painful. DeWitt's Witch Hazel For property at Los CerrlllOBT Cost
price, one-hal-f
of
were burned to the ground Monday Indigestion at this season of the year. Salve cured me In a few days. Sold $1,250; trading
cost. A snap, if you ran use the
at 8 o'clock. The building was 60 by Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is not only the by all druggists.
property. Don't be afraid to talk
130 feet, built of wood and sheathed best remedy to use because It digests
the nfcest places in the city with me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
The what you eat but because It also en- Is One or
outside with corrugated iron.
pool
hall, No. 115 West Rail- Broadway.
the
fire was supposed to have caught from ables the digestive apparatus to asthe electric motor and the building similate and transform all food Into road avenue. Call and enjoy
When you are In need of fine liquors
was totally destroyed In less than an
Kodol relieves
blood.
wines, call on Ernest Meyers A.
and
&
Canyon
Cripple
hour. One
Creek
sour stomach, heart burn, belching,
Citizen want ads get the business. Co 116 West Silver avenue. Auto
anCity engine was destroyed, but
Try one.
and all forms of indigestion.
matic phone, 240.
other undergoing repairs, a big Mid- -,
by
land Terminal engine, was saved
hard work.
John Wlallade was almost suffocated
by smoke, but bis life was saved.
James
McKenzie received a bad
wound on his bead and was taken to
Dr. W. S. Little's office, where his
hurt was dressed. The fire
utent made a swift run of three-fourtof a mile, but was badly handicapped by lack of water pressure at
that point, but used Us chemicals with
nuch good effect that, the adjacent
buildings were saved. The total loss
The
will probably reach JOO.ooo.
amount of insurance is unknown.
City
The Cripple Creek & Canyon
There are two classes of remedies: those of known qualroad la a branch of the Florence &
ity and which are permanently beneficial in effect, acting
Cripple Creek ana is owned by the
Colorado
Southern.
gently, in harmony with nature, when nature needs assistance; and another class, composed of preparations of
SANTA FE ENGINE BURIED
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting tempoIN DEEP WATER.
rarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
went
A Santa Fe frieght locomotive
functions unnecessarily. One of the most exceptional of
Cal.,
Redondo,
through wharf No. 1 at
the remediesof known quality andtxcellence is the ever
at about 2 o'clock Tuesuay aueinuuii,
MO feet from shore, and is buried in
pleasant Syrup of Fins, manufactured bv the California
forty feet of water.
Fig Syrup Co., which represents the active principles of
to
was
carried
Fireman E. C. Banks
plants, known to act most beneficially, in a pleasant syrup.
the bottom with the engine. Tho enin which the wholesome Californian blue fis are used to con
gineer escaped by jumping. A Mrs.
tribute their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor. It is the remedy
Goodrich, who was fibbing on the
wharf, went down with the wharf timof all remedies to sweeten and refreshandcleanse the system
bers, but was recued uninjured.
gently and naturally, and to assist one in overcoming consti- It Is thought that Monday's storm
and the many i'.ls resulting therefrom. Its activeprinci- J pation
had weakened the piling under the
P,es anJ quality are known to physicians generally, and the
wharf, which is the one upon which
the Santa Fe runs out all its freight
remedy has therefore met with their approval, as w ell as with
to boats loading and unloading at Retne favor of many millions of well informed persons who know
unexpectedly.
dondo. The crash came
fvntripnro
IJJCfi Of their own Dersonal knnwleitup nn.l from
An effort is being made to raise the
ffj thatitisamostexcellent laxative remedy. Wedontclaimthat
body
engine in order to recover the
v..-,:sjwit .v.yik
of Fireman Banks.
n win cuic an manner or iiis.out recommend it ior w nat it reany
represents, a laxative remedy of known quality and excellence,
SANTA FE FLOOD LOSS
containing nothing of an objectionable or injurious character.
IS TWO MILLION DOLLARS.
There are two classes of purchasers: those who are informed
Floods on the Santa Fe main line
is to the quality of what they buy and the reasonsfor the excellence
last year in Arizona and New Mexico
of articles of exceptional merit, and who do not lack courage to go
Nine
cost the company $2,000,000.
thousand five hundred and fifty-on- e
el sewhere when a dealer offers an imitation of any well known
"
feet of bridges, thirty-fiv- e
and one-ha- lf
' -- ftr I - art icle; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know.
miles of track and 1,000,000 cubic
d who allow themselves to be imposed upon. They cannot expect
yards of embankment were carried
away, and the fine stone station at
uenenuai enects ir tney do not get the genuine remedy.
To the credit of the druggists of the United States be it said
Trinidad was demolished.
These fig
ures are given in the annual report of
nearly all of them value their reputation for professional
President E. P. Ripley.
The report
egrity and the good will of their customers too highly to offer
also shows that the company owns 62
imitations of the
per cent of the outstanding stock of
the Grand Canyon railway and Is joint
owner with the Southern Pacific of
tie Sunset railway, thirty-thremiles
long.
'
Vt
I manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., and in order
'''
buy tne 8enune article and to get its beneficial effects,
'
l
V t0
ROCK ISLAND TRAINMEN
one has on,y t note, when purchasing, the full n.im- - of
I
IDENTIFY PRISONERS
I '
J: the CompanyCalifornia Fig Syrup Co. plainly printed on the J I
Vegas, dated
A dispatch from
ffont of every package. Price, 50c per bottle. One m.-- only. ffJ
Nov. 21, says:
The review of the
case of the I'uited States against John
Murphy and James Black for train
robHery, oM .tonn Black for couspir- -

Where we are now selling those beautiful
plan.
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60 foot

residence lots at from 9125 to

per lot, on the Installment

$200

Look out for a general advance soon.

Two representatives

will be on

the ground Sunday morning from

to

11

o'clock, noon, to show the exact location of lots not sold.
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PENITENTIARY

BIDS

Santa Fe, N. M., November 16, 1905.
Sealed proposals will he received by
the board of New Mexico penitentiary
commissioners at the office of the
superintendent, until 10 o'clock a. m
on Monday, November 27, 1905, for
furnishing and delivering at the New
Mexico penitentiary the supplies hereinafter mentioned, or so much thereof as the board may deem sufficient.
Payment for said supplies- will be
made In cash. Delivery of all supplies except perishable articles must
be as directed by the superintendent.
Samples will be required of all articles marked with an asterisk, and
these should be labeled, showing the
name of bidder, price, etc., and must
be delivered to the superintendent not
later than 9 o'clock on said day.
All bids must be made strictly In accordance with the conditions on blank
proposals, which will be. furnished by
the superintendent on application; no
bid otherwise made will be entertained. A bond will be required
from
all successful bidders for the faithful fulfillment of contracts within ten
days after date of award:
50,000 lbs. flour.
5,000 lbs. beans.
1.000 lbs. oatftakes.
1,000 lbs. rice.
30 cases laundry soap.
50 lbs. black pepper, whole.
500 lbs. K. C. baking powder, 61b.
cans. '
6 cases California fruits, assorted.
6 cases canned corn.
200 lbs. laundry starch, bulk.
500 lbs. sal soda, bulk.
25 cases roasted coffee.
4 barrels syrup,
100 lbs, baking soda, t's.
.
cans.
2.500 lbs. lard compound,
180 lbs. tea,
boxes.
5 cases matches.
2 cases Greenwich concentrated lye
cans.
1 gross scrub brushes.
1 gross brooms.
1,000 lbs. dried peas.
1 caRe corn starch, l's.
2,000 lbs. dry salt bacon.
1,000 lbs. corn meal.
6 cases
Las Cruces tomatoes.
75 sacks granulated fcugar.
1 case salifion,
48's.
60,000 lbs. fresh beef, prime quality,
necks and shanks excluded.
1 doz, pint bottles vanilla extract.
1 doz. pint bottles lemon extract.
300 lbs. red chile, ground.
The board of New Mexico penitenthe
reserves
tiary cotnnilfslonerg
right to rcjpct any and all bids.
supIn submitting bids for above
plies, bidders should write plainly on
"Bids for
envelope the following:
supplies for the New Mexico peniten
tiary," with the name or names of
bidder or bidders, to avoid the opening of same by mistake.
By order of the board of New Mex
leo penitentiary commissioners.
H. O. BURS0M,
Superintendent
Samples may be sent separately
duly marked and numbered, to the su
perintendnnt.
x
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7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
6:50 a. m-- departs 7:30 a m.
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Distinctively Different,
In Every Way the Best
The Weekly

Globe-Democra- t,

ly and exclusively its own.
It is Issued twice every week.

of St. LouU, covers a field peculiar-

A big
TiaDer
Eight to ten pages every Tuesday and Friday. One Dollar a year
Nothing particularly different, you say, about that ther are
other "Twlce-a-Week- "
papers.
Yes, but the similarity ends there.
No other paper is Ilka
In any other respect. No other paper eauala th
th
In any respect.
An entirely unique feature of the
t,
a
which Is highly prized by its readers, Is Its systematic method feature
of preserving and presenting the CONTINUITY OF NEWS
The two papers each week, Tuesday and Friday."
carefullr
prepared with the view of giving the complete news of are
all tha world
for that week.
They are so combined In the make-uas to form continued
connected stories of the various Important events, showing tha and
from lay to day and the final resnlts
,
Other weekly and twlce-a-wee- k
papers, as a rule, print only few
telegrams of the day of issue.
The "Twlce-Week- "
gives the telegrams of everr
day in the week more comprehensively than the average daily
and
of more value to the average reader.
Moreover, the "Twice-a-Weak- "
Is not simply aa
echo of the Dally edition.
It is a separate and distinct publication, especially prepared to
aupply the requirements of people who want all the news
of all tho
earth and something more.
It presents the World's dally history in concise hut complete
form. It Is of equal interest in all parts of the United States
It la
invaluable alike to men and women, young and old.
It thoroughly provides for every member of the family In high-grad- e
literature It particularly excells. Its market reports .are correct and complete In every detail.
Its departments devoted to "The Home," "The Farm
den" "The Family Circle," "The Sunday School." -- ScienceandndGardustry," are each and ell THE BEST of their kind and either one Is
more than worth the subscription price of the paper,
In politics it Is strictly REPUBLICAN, but it Is
all a newspaper, and it tells the truth without fear or favor. Itabove
has no equal or
rival as a great National news and home journal.
Remember the price, only One Dollar per year 104 papers leas
than one cent a copy. Postage prepaid.
You will make no mistake If "you send $1.00 TODAY for a year's)
subscription. Or you can get your paper ONE YEAR WITHOUT
COST by Inducing two of your neighbors to subscribe and sendlnr
their names with 12.00.
FREE SAMPLE COPIES, containing order blanks and full particulars, will be cheerfully furnished upon receipt of a postal card request. Address Globe Printing Company, Publishers.
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CHEAP RATES
To Phoenix, Arizona

Fair and Return
Rate: $23.80 for round
Pates of sale, Docemher
Keturn limit, December

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
(In effect November 12, 1905 )
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Exprens, arrives 7:55
a. in., departs 8:30 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. ni., departs 12:0!) a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kaunas City Express, arrives 6:45 p m-- departs

Sill Son

110

MR,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6
12, 1905.

THANKSGIVING

and

DAY

trip

7, 1905.

RATES:

to all points with 200 miles on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Ye railway. Date of sale November 29 and 3o!
Final return limit, December 4, 1905.
One fare to all points on Coast Lines where the one way rate is 10
or less. Dates of sale November 29 and 30. Final return limit December 1, 1905.
For particulars, call on any agent of the Santa Fe.
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A., Topeka, Kan.
H. 8. LUTZ, Agt., Albuquerque, N. M.
One fare and

one-thir-

0

,

Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p. in., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:10 a. in., departs 11:20 a. in.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:59.
No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.

Southbound.

No. 9, Mexico ExpresB, departs 12:15
p. m.
Local freight train. No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m-- , and car-

ries passengers.

Arrives From South.

No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
a. m.
f
No. 10 makes all local stops east of
X
Albuquerque.
,
n
No. 1 runs direct to Ixs Angeles.
U
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles dnd X
U
San Francisco.
All trains daily.
7
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.

Nature Needs But Little.
Nat .ire needs only a Little Early Riser
now and tiien to keep the bowels
clean, the liver active, and the system!
tr.e from V.?, headaches, conatipa
nils
tlon, etc. Tti? famous little
"Early Klaors" are jileasanf in effict
TTiey
never
and perfection in action.
gripe or tstckeu. but tone and strengthen,! he liver and kidneys. Sold by all
druggists.

Santa

Fe Central

SUNSHINE

Railway System

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Steamship tickets to all parte

Fast passenger and freight service.
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M.,

with the El Paso
Southwestern,
and Chicago, Kock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kernedy and Huts
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Bant
Fe with the Denver & Rio Gran ie railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers snd freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Kock Island ft Paclflo railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Tour business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
FRANK DiBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treaa.
A, L. 0 RIM SHAW,
J. P. LYNO,
City Frt. and Pais. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
GENERAL OFFICES
8ANTA FE, N. M.

oooooooo

o

MELINI & EAKIN,

OI
Wholesale liquor and

far

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet
Chaiidou White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Sohlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Wrte for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 193. Salesroom, 111 South Ftrsf
cireei, aiuuij jerque, ,ew meiico.

0

0
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EVIL
SOCIAL
not understand that Hie

prohibiCitizen does
prostitution Is contemplated at the present by
small minority of Alhutiuerriiie s citizenship.
possible to suppress the social evil, that, would

The
tum of
even a
Were It
that oceuiaUon
!e a different question; hut to prohibit
has meant, heretofore, merely to scatter it and to have
carried on surrept iciuusly and wi'liout control, the Fame
practices around which had previously been thrown safeguards for the community.
It is doubtless possible, in villages and small towns,
to come nearer stamping out the occupation than It Ih in
larger places; but even in towns of Vm or 20t0 people,
the assertion that prostitution does not exist must hea
taken with grains of salt. Also it Is certain that as
town grows, the more difficult does the problem grow,
and the more is manifested the futilltyof all proposed
methods of legislative prohibition.
The question before Albuquerque Is the regulation
of this evil, and in attempting regulation the very threshold problem Is whether this occupation shall be confined
within certain specified boundaries or whether it shall
be permitted to spread Itself wherever it pleases. That
H should be strictly confined within well defined and
rigidly enforced boundaries does not admit of doubt.
Universal experience has settled that point. It may be
theoretically plausible that there Is no more propriety in
-- fc.Blnir
redlluht district for the social evil than there
the
is for having a green light district for thieves, andpraclike, but when It conies to practice It is iouna doiu
tical and desirable to confine the profession of prostIt Is absurd to think of
itution to a definite locality.
every room of a residence being devoted to certain of the
lower necessities of animal life, instead of being confined to one particular and prepared part of the premises.
So It is with the social evil, which though it may ?,e
necessary, is certainly neither respectable "or attractive;
and its haunts should not be mixed up with virtuous
homes, nor should Its devotees, male or female, be per
mitted to flaunt their persons and the evidences of their
gain In the presence of those to whom the evil is
or dlsagreable.
In the case of Albuquerque The Citizen Is decidedly
nr iho imlninn that the tenderloin district should be
maintained: but that it should be removed from its pres
ent quarters, In the very heart of the city, and where
it prevents business expansion and detracts from the
Its present quarters
value of all surrounding property.
Where shall
could hardly be more improperly located.
The Citizen does not care to
it be required to go?
name localities, but there certainly can be found more
than one place, not too far out to be under proper police
surveillance but yet far enough to be removed from the
daily life of the town, to which the "proiession may ue
removed, and where It can soon be surrounded by the
Institutions that thrive upon it, and where it will not
for years at least interfere1 with the business sections
or the residence portions.

Speaking of national anthems, Sir Rdward Elgar,
the foremost, of Knglish composers, says ltubbisti!
The rhyme, the sentiment, and In most instances the
His point Is that the people
music, he says, are "vile."
Into being as a direct
nnthem
have never called a fine
response to their national feeling and aspirations. Even
if they have a good tunc for their anthem, he says, it Is
likely to bo borrowed from somebody else.
All this may be true, from the musician's standpoint.
ilia it is well to boar in mind that patriotic songs are
not wriilen for musicians, and it is worth while to note
that few patriotic songs of any coiisc iucni e were ever
It may be true that the national
written by musicians.
nnihctns fall short of being real music according to classical standards, but it must he taken into consideration
that they are also fur more than mere music of any kind.
If their music formed the sole appeal to popularity they
A skilled musical
would not be national songs at all.
composer is the last man fit to criticise the songs ol
the heart. As well might a cultured literary critic seek
'and lulla
,o analyze and condemn apeople's
bies.
Highly refined language and music strictly according to nice rules do very well in transmitting the
little, elusive emotions and in gilding the commonplace;
but. a great passion impetuously finds Its own direct way
of expression.
The man who has heard the soldier bands play 'The
Star Spangled Banner" at sunset after the last day of a
battle, while the beaten enemy was lurking in his
trenches only a little distance away, will need no musician to Interpret to him the message or to tell him if it
Is melody.
Musicians, and especially musical compos- rs, are the last to bring themselves fo understand the
popular sentiment about music.
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About the boy's clothing question.
The boy who Is clothed here will
wear better clothes and he'll wer
them longer than he will If bis
parents are not particular about
where they buy.

ing romance of Wall
Heart im
York life.
street and N
of In- Is an original
with beautiful stage
tense inter'-- ',
settings and a strong vein of comedy,
illuminating t.'ie piece rrom beginning
to end.

love-wor-

2 piece Suits, from

.

.$3.00 to $6,00

piece Suits, from. .$4.50 to $7.50
Blouse Suits, from . .$4.50 to $6.50

3

WISE

A

Boys Overcoats, from. .$3.50 to $9.00

WOMAN

Ktinny

cumodians mid pretty girls. One
aughahle situation follows another.
and each stroke of wit becomes wit
tier.
Is always successful because the
company Is kept up to the highest
standard of excellence.

I

French Farm Homes
Models to foe Imitated
By Dr. S. B. Hartnian.

ooxxxxxxxxxxoooooxxxxxxxx
Wherever there Is a bit of boggy land or swampy
round the French farmer goes to work and fills it up
and plants trees on it. Row after row of green, thrift y
irees could be seen occupying the place that was once
Instead of wet, mold- a reeking swamp or a dismal bog.
Instead
inir earth, there is green Brass and cool shade.
, f
air.
sickeninir odors, there is Dure,
Clean yards, sanitary surroundings, pure air, these
No
make the French farmer's home a healthful home.
chance for malaria, typhoid or other endemic diseases.
The farm homes in France are models that the Amer
Dank, moss-cov- ican farmer would do well to imitate.
s,
barn
jred wells, dirty back yards, undrained
yards filled with old dump heaps and strewn with litter,
fence corners overgrown with tali, rank weeds, swamps
(eeniing with insects, the stench of decaying vegetatfbn
polluting the air these are not uncommon things to ie
And to Jubi
found In the farming districts of America.
uich surroundings as these can be traced many a sick
Darkness and dirt and
ness in the farmer's family.
lanipness are disease breeders of the most prolific kind
Catarrh and malaria, rheumatism and typhoid, are rampant in such surroundings.
If the farmer would Bet to work and clean up ana
make sanitary his surrouudings there would be less sick
ness in his family and fewer doctor bills to pay. Dirt
and disease eo hand In hand, while cleanliness and
health are Inseparable companions,
The farm house should be the healthiest home in
In the clear open spaces of the country
the world.
there Is a chance for an abundance of fresh air and sun- thlne, pure water and wholesome food, and the farmer
should see to it that nothing is allowed to pollute these
natural sources of health and life.

never deal

trash. It's noth

In

ing short of wasting money to buy
poor, cheap clothes for a boy.

AT.

SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
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Samuels' Attractions

Geo.

Musician's Criticism
On All National Songs

Published Dnlly and Weekly

23, 1905.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

MANDELL

The Clothier and Furnisher,

That Funny
THE
American
Farce Comedy
N FROM
for American
People.
MEXICO
As produced in
New York city.
A laugh a second. It Is a refreshing and gratifying departure from the
style of
stereotyped and time-worfarce comedies. We positively carry
a complete scenic production.
Seat on sale at Matson's Wednesday, November 22, at 9 o'clock.
50c, 75c and $1.
Price

000Ot000
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Call at Our New Salesroom

ELKS' THEATRE
ONE NIGHT ONLY
MONDAY,

206 WEST GOLD AVENUE

27, '05

NOVEMBER

'

A.

Minstrel Farce Comedy

life-givi-

Raymond Teal i

LEARN ARD & L1NDEMANN
THE SQUARE MUSIC

DEALERS.

206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

cess-pool-

COUNCIL .DEFENDED

"The Albuquerque
The Las Vegas Optic says:
council has appointed a committee to ascertain whether
or not the people want the laws against prostitution en
In pretty nearly any other town In the nation,
forced.
the fact that adequate laws on the subject had been
passed would be held to point to a ablution of the ques
But as In the case of Sunday closing, it seertis
tion.
to be argued that the people are above the law."
The Citizen would mildly suggest to tne able organ
of the irreproachable Meadow City, that the legal status
of Sundav closing and of the prostitution question is
The territorial law In the matter of
slightly different.
not permitting work on Sunday for there is no Bpecial
law about saloon closing Is imperative, and la as niucn
violated In Las Vegas when a man buys a handkerchief
or a hair pin, as it would be In Albuquerque should he
But in the matter
buy a gin fiz or a bucket of beer.
of prostitution the territorial law leaves to each muni
cipality the choice between regulating prostitution or
prohibiting it. The city of Albuquerque for years has been
regulating it and regulating it well. Some, at the pres
ent time seem to think that the city should attempt to
Ab the present
Bii Duress It by prohibitive ordinance.
council was not elected on that Issue, and as unfortu
nately there Is no provision In our city government as
for either the Initiative or
than is in Los Anueles
referendum, the council acted eminently well in appoint
ing & committee through whom the wishes of the people
Hence, wnen uie upuc
of the city can be ascertained.
states "the fact that adequate laws on the subject bad
been passed," it showed more zeal than knowledge, anil
tts condemnation of - the Albuquerque council was
KTouudless as It was- gratuitous.
The statement that "it seems to be argued that the
neoDle are above the law" shows equal lack of familiarity
with fact. Because the people of the Duke City has
selected certain of their fellow citizens to act for them
In the government of the city men in whom they have
the utmost confidence, and who are willing to give tneir
time and talent to the important task does it follow
any the less that those thus elected shall be governed
by the wishes of those whom they represent and for
Then, too, It Is recognized
whom they are acting?
everywhere that statutes and ordinances are as blank
paper unless sustained by the sentiment of the com
Instead of
munitv in which thev are to bo enforced.
condemning the Albuquerque city council for wishing to
arrive at u knowledge of the wishes of their constituents,
those gentlemen are to be congratulated upon taking a
course eminently proper but too often neglected.
,

Albiiuerque is at present receiving a very strong
argument in favor of street paving and street crossings.
Taking the corner of Second street and Railroad avenue,
on the center of the city's commercial life, a district
should be supplied with street paving aud crossings, hav
ing for boundaries not less than Copper avenue on the
north, Coal on the south. Fust street on the east and
This much at least the business in
Fifth on the west.
terests of the city imperatively demand, and the longer
neglect of this improvement will undoubtedly be at the
lu the meantime
price of material loss to the city.
many a load of gravel could be deposited with benefit
in the more outlying residence parts of the city, where
at m en ni i he absence of crossings makes exist inii sidewalks almost useless.
The number of producing lulues iu the western
mates, exclusive of Alaska, in 1904, was 3251. To this
should be added several hundred producers in Alaska
and probably over a hundred in the Southern Appalachian
states which would make a total of al.out 4000. The
total number of placer mines reported is 1349 and ol
Colorado bas the largest number
deep mines l!tn5.
t.rii7 of deep producing mines, and is followed by CaliIn number of placer mines, California
fornia, uiih 474.
easily leads wiMi "11, and is followed by Idaho with 26H,
California has by far
and liy Oregon with 211 mines.
the greater number, m.', of producing mines, and Is
followed by Colorado, in which the number is :bX.
Sunshine, Albuquerque's delightful weekly paper,
published a cartoon in its last issue which indicates that
the lawyers are getting all the profit out of the quarrel
The Albuquerque
over the Bernalillo county olliees.
Citlzeu gravely informs Sunshine that these lawyers aie
not county officers, and they ran not possilily draw a cttit
The F.l Faso Herald published u burof couuty money.
lesque petition to the city authorities, asking that Hih
streets be cleared of mud before the Miners' convention
The El l'aso News interviews the mayor nnd the
met.
street commissioner and finds out that they were doing
what they could to pump the water off tho street at the
time the petition was published, and chides the lleiuld
If thcsi; papers are
for pubiiMimg such u petition.
again going to try to publish something nuuiorous they
irtaiuly should send a diagram around to their local
Lordsburj Liberal.
contemporaries.
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THE MERRY MINSTREI
Supported by

The
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CHRISTMAS COOKING.

FOR

The finest flour is an absolute ' Z
essential, especially for cakes 2
1
and pastry.
The "Empress"
brand is a flour that never yet 4
has been surpassed in any partlcular. Its flavor Is fine and
delicate, It has fine body, and
full of those nutritious quail- ties so desirable in a family T
.

J

20
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Hour.

C. GRANNIS, Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Rod. h
H
Day and Night Hack.
Mexico, fj
New
Albuquerque,

Music,

PRICES, 50c, 75c, $1.00

Carries the United States mall;
of stock en
only
This is a better country to rnntP!lineeoodwithrigs,a change
horses and drivers;
leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
live-in- ,'
because Schilling's Best rig
Wednesday and Friday at t a. m. ror
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
is in it. Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
Your (iaar
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

Concrete as a Coining

Building Material

From the San Francisco Chronicle.
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West Copper Avenue.
Wnolesale Agent
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THE NEW YORK FAIR
ANTONIO

ARMIJO & CO.

Goods Now Arriving

Gent's Furnishing
Special Sales Every Saturday.

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

Third

Street
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Installment Plan

Point Well Taken.
The present exodus of sheep to other clinics to be
fed and prepared for eastern markets is only another
reminder of what might be done right here in the pecoa
valley.
Our soli, 'climate, rainfall and all Is as good &a
anywhere aud the outlook here is much more promising
:':..i!i f! few ysro a"i.
As soon hs our people awaken
to our possibilities tl.e shipping ot sheep, with feediug
privilege en route, will be a llitui4 of the pas!. Santa

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA 1LE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

THANKSGIVING
DINNER WARE SALE

lu our Pinner Olasswaro department.
Now is the accepted time. Our assortments are at flood tide more com-

K Tj Ij

plete than ever before.
CUT PRICES FOR THANKSGIVING SALE.

56 PIECE DINNER SETS, REDUCED.
$13 Pink Hose Pattern, now. .. .$10.00

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Day and NighL Private dining rooms.
carte,
Service a la
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

'a

Easy Payments

FURNITURE,

Santa Fe Restaurant

One View of the Case.
"Where would bo get that J2.200 that we now get,
if we should remove the houses of prostitution," said an
Albuquerque alderman who objected to effective meas-un- s
to rcgu'.at" the social evil. The city of Lus Vegas
has no housio of
and it gels along very comfortSo would Albuquerque.
ably without that $2,200.
The
wages of sin, sooner or later, is death. Albuquerque
cannot afford to maiutnin Its existence on the shameful
money paid hy abandoned women for the right to practice their evil wiles.
There Is a stamp of man, low,
vile, bated by everyone, who la called by a naino of reproach, because he exists on the wages of fallen women.
Who ijiall hay that a city that follows a similar practice is uny Letter? This ina'ter Is of importance to Las
Vegas anil every other city that is making an effort to
In every city are those who wish to defy
be decent.
In Las Vegas are now thoBe who are working
the law.
to secure tho licensing of the social evil here.
example ill this matter is quoted and we sincerely hope s.ich action will be taken as will enroll that
city with others who have refused to legalize the social
e 11. - Optic

J
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WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
PLANING MILL.

$6,000
To loan on city property.
F. II. KENT.

There is good reason to believe lhat an elncient sub
stitulo for wood has been found in the hollow concrete
blocks, and that we are still only on the threshold of
the development of this building material, says S. B.
Opposition to Its use on the
Newberry, in Engineering.
part of the consumer is not to be feared; the obstacles
to be overcome lie chiefly lu the danger of careless or
ignorant work by blockmakers and builders, and in the
the
ri,i nf Ktiidv sinil invention to adant the material to
economical production of convenient and beautiful struc
There is every reason why concrete should be
tures.
For
come the chief building material of the future.
large and coly buildings it is likely that solid concrete
For
plain or reinforced, will have the preference.
smaller structures, especially factories and dwellings,
hollow blocks are cerlainy cheaper, more suitable and
The possibilities
require less technical skill in erection.
of this type of construction seem to be unlimited.
Mr. Newberry discusses briefly the history of hollow
concrete blocks In construction, snowing mat aunougu
solid blocks were employed ih the early part of the nine
teenth century the advantages of the hollow form did not
appear until mueU later.
Accoruing 10 Mr. mewueiry
the use of hollow concrete blocks, to be filled up with
concrete after being placed in position, was patented by
Sellars, in England, in 1875, but we believe that very
large blocks of this kind were employed In the construction of the breakwater piers at tho Port Said entrance
However this
of the Suez canal, several years before.
may be, there is no doubt that the hollow block of concrete possesses many advantages, and that its development as a standard article of manufacture at a recent
date lias placed a most valuable material In the hands
of the engineer and builder.
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Reserved seats on sale at Matson's
book store.
JEMEZHOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
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Corner Second and Marquette.

Beautiful Wardrobes,
Burlesque, Vaudeville.
New

iun
nu

FEED STABLE 8

&

Comedians
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Including
Reynolds, Madeline Rowe,,
Alex. Donaldson, Lydeil &iiutier-worthFrank Adams, The Rehna.
Avery J. Post and a company of
'PRETTY GIRLS AND

Oracle
'
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Star Specialty Co.

AH

$14.75
now

IN

Two Thousand Pounds

Light

Blued

coloring,

A

A

The I'viCBrain Furniture

OF

$11.00

American Beauty Pattern. .. .$6.50
$7.50 College Dinner Set, 42
pieces, gold decoration
$4.75
GLASSES.
Ho.-- t
ever offered, per doz
4Cc
TEA POT SPECIALS.
A Title line for
35c
A .'trio line for
25c
A -- 3 1' line for
20c
Ask to see our new line of art ware
PARLOR LAMP SPECIALS.
$4.50 and tine silverware, carving sets, etc.
$0 Klk decoration
$4.00
V line tor
$8

20S
GOLD

Turkeys

Co,,

PRICES IN PLAIN FIGURES

Ave.

Foundry and Machine Works
R. f. MALL, Proprietor
Castings; Ore, Coal and Iumber Can;

Albuquerque

Ducks
Chickens

For

Iron and Rraa
Bhaftlnt.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
Buildings.
R0PSlrt on Mining and Mill Machinery m Bpoelalty
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry east aide of railroad track.

Thanksgiving. Leave

your- orders now and you
will get first choice.
-

School Books and Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

Kastman Kodaks and Phtographic
Supplies
Fine Stationery. Huyler's & l.owney's Candies
We do Printing and Developing for Amateurs

PRICE GUARANTEED
Tha only
city market
In th aouthwest
te

Exclusive
Sealshlpt

0.
5

A. MATSON

BARNETT BUILDING

& COMPANY
205 WEST RAILROAD

Kosa Suu.
I

AVE.

0
0

0
0
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covering tn Issuance of script
na coercion 01 employes, lor tne reason that no evidence thereof baa been
presented to our bod v.
(Signed)
C.US MULHOLLAND,
Foreman.

McKINLEY COUNTY
GRAND JURY REPORT
Advocates "Lid On" at Gal-luand Many Other

J

BIG
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BOOM
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Gun Toter

COMPLETE ORGANIZATION
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IMMINENT NEED SHOULD ASSIST
MOVEMENT STARTED BY RESIDENTS OF NORTH SECOND AND

Days.

FOURTH STREETS.

More Victims of Monday

The paving of the streets wus never
more imminent in Albii(iueriiie than
(Continued
Night's
2.)
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that
PLAN OF WORK.
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nesses, the evidence of many of whom
taken toward this
tiniony of the plaintiff. Montano was end.
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Some complaint has been made be- - tectlng the undeserving,
the Monday nlcht dance at Jones'
3
The
shall
thus
obtained
record
2355!
fore us of violations of section
hall, has been taken from the court Wednesday,
b- - the
kept
Secretary,
and
nial
jbe
which
CdMpiled
Laws of 1897.
of the
be seen only In- of precinct No. U to the court of old
makes It a criminal offense for any. hl its contents shall
except
as provided town. The plaintiff appeared before November...
nia
clerks,
en-!
or
individual
corporation, firm
Judge CrawoM yesterday afternoon
or
or
Constitution
the
"Kl'T
general
In
gaged in operating mines or
and paid the costs so far Incurred In
to
Issue in
business,
the case, and intimated that the case
of
Registration.
P'an
wages
or of advance on)
ment of
would be dismissed.
Hut instead of
1
Registration forms shall be dis dismissing
wages, anv script or other paper pay-- :
THE STIRRING DRAMA,
the case, Gomez went to
semiannually
Individuals
trlbuted
to
value
able otherwise than at it face
Old Albuquerque and swore out. anmore
In money, and also as to violations and monthly to charities, the
warrant against Rossi. The de-- ! '
charities being constantly sup other
of section 2356. which makes It an
fenrlnnf
thon nut unnr a CnO
plied
to
urged
compel
his
with
these
forms
and
fense for any employer to
bond, and the prospects are that this
- report daily.
supor
employes to purchase goods
will be another case and expense for
plies from any particular person, firm! 2 These forms shall be collected the Rrand Jury.
ns
s.s
soon
possible,
company.
thereafter
after Gomez charges Rossi with assaultor
We are of the opinion that these being left, and shall be immediately ing him was an ax. The evidence in
office,
taken
central
to
the
statutes, like all others on the statute
the case. ,so far as can be gleaned
lawk, ought to be respected and en
Caaea of Worthy Relief.
from conversation with the prospectour
at
forced, but in the limited time
- The Association shall, as far as ive witnesses, is very weak.
sata
to
make
Auspice of Mineral Lodge
disposal, we are unable
possible, classify all cases as they
Another Gun "Toter."
No. 4, Knights of Pythias.
isfactory Investigation on which to arise,
Judge
was
called
Police
Crawford
we
base Indictments at this time, but
plan:
upon this, morning to publish another
recommend to the district attorney
Permanent.
gun "toter." This makes the third Under direction of Prof. J. H. Crum.
that he make efforts to collect evi1
Orphans with no parents, or only one this month, and the month is only
dence before the next term of the one parent, unable to support them.
gone.
Teter Rezquera is THRILLING SITUATIONS.
court as to such offenses, so as to
2
Aged persons who are unable to the latest victim. He told the police
ELEGANT COSTUMES.
lay it before the grand jury when it support themselves.
that he had been employed at. the
STARTLING CLIMAXES.
meets and give opportunity for proper
3
deIncurable sick, crippled or
American Lumber company's mills,
and effective action.
formed.
plausible
reason
give
could
no
but
he
MAGNIFICENT - SCENIC EFFKCTS.
The Instructions of the court call
Temporary,
for carrying a gun, and was sentenced
ed our Intention particularly to what
1
Temporary illness or accident, to serve sixty days in the county Jail.
Is known as the Sunday Law, and we
50c
the time of his arrest, Basquera General Admission
yr At
have to report that it is forced upon where relief may carry a familyfalling
75c and $1
In his possession a new red bi- Reserved Seats
had
their
Prevent
,nard
tlme;
our attention as a matter of general f
cycle, which the police think he may
public notoriety, that this law Is ha- juiu ijauiicri lam.
Reserved seats at Matson's Monday,
have stolen.
Cases Needing Work.
bitually and openly violated in this
November 27.
Booze and "Billies."
1
Persons out of work, but able
county, and especially in the towu
The police court was called upon
and willing. If It can be found.
of Gallup.
2 Persons with insufficient work, this morning to' Investigate
a disThe most flagrant and offensive vioturbance which took place at the Minlations of the law have been by re- - able and willing to do more.
3 Widows with
young children. neapolis rooming house yesterday Just
tall liauor dealers, but we regret to ready
0. W. Strong's Sons
to do any kind of work con arter J the noon hour. Otw Charles
say that this deregard has not been
Bach,' an employe of the Santa Fe
mmcm wiui mum; cares.
confined to this Class or people.
4
The ehiltless, who are disposed shops, charged J. S. Savely, proprieSTRONG BLOCK.
We have not considered it wise, or
tor of the Minneapolis house, with asperhaps quite fair, at the present to shirk work, but who may be
to find indictments against the duced by patle'nt persuasion and Influ- - saulting him with a "black jack," or
ce tr visitor to become industrious; "blllle."
Savely testified that Bach
offenders. For years no attempt has
been made to punish or restrain them,! the improvident, who may be taught and an associate, named Smith, creuntil they have come to believe that thrift and foresight by the same ated a disturbance at his house, and
and the intemperate, who that he struck Bach with a piece of
the law is a dead letter. We feel that j means;
while they may not be entitled to it re not yet hopelessly so, and may be window curtain stick. He also testified
Superintendents
Falrylew
that Bach and Smith had been drinkand
as a matter of legal right, yet Iney j reformed by earnest and devoted
J
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
before being prosecuted and deavor, and a hope of work contln- - ing. The case was dismissed.
gooa
gem
on
,conauci
punlshed, to have some warning, such
Liquors, wines and cordials the
MONUMENTS.
Cases Unworthy of Relief.
as we now seek to Rive them.
finest line in the city. All goods delivMoreover, we believe that the law
1
Those who have property.
201 211 N. Second St., Both Phones.
Ernest Meyers & Co., 116
2
can be practically enforced without
par- ered free.
Families with
resorting to wholesale prosecutions ents, able to support them, or with West Silver avenue.
In the district court, and the conse- adult
children able to
quent imprisonment in the county support them.
3
jan. If the sheriff of the county and
The shiftless, who are too Idle
his deputies, including the town mar-work, and who Bteadily refuse it
Two Big Enameled Ware
Specials-Satu- rday
Only
skai or uanup ana nis policemen, when offered.
4
cause it to be understood that any
The Improvident, who squander
A Triple coated, Hlue and White Outside. White
Line,! Pnnmoio
person discovered violating ine bun- their means, earning good wages In
Water I'ait or 14 quart Dish Pan, like cut.
day law will be Immediately, arrest-- ! smno months and willing to beg inl
ed and vigorously prosecuted, we be- - other months, and who are persistent'
be few who will dery.j
refusing to improve.
lleve there
ON
the law, and they should be so dealt' 5 The vicious, who drink or gara-- l
with as to convince them that no idle ble away their means and who are
found hopelessly bad after attempts!
threat has been made.
We have been informed that there t0 reform,
are few, if any towns of the size of( 6 Confirmed paupers, who prefer
(iallup, In New .Mexico, where the to live tn alms.
Sunday. law Is not strictly enforced,! 7 Tramps, living worthless lives,!
and we feel that we ought not to fall and too otten thieves.
in
behind. If the aw does not please
For the first class, a friend should Q
i
the people, they can nave It repealed, be iound for ea:h case, to relieve
-- ON
bnt while It remains on the statute cessiilcs and provide suitable assM-i?- ?
(J
book, it ought to be enforced, and If ance.
inoroiigniy eniorceu, ine pcopie win
soon learn whoihcr t:uy want it orj
MARKET
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Tailored Suits
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Over (100) One Hundred Tailored made Suits will be sold at prices
that
will surprise you. For quick selling we have divi'ded them' in two lots.

ce

-

L,,t

re-hea-

Consists of desirable Suits for Women in Black, Hrown and Navy, nearly all
sies.
bold up $30.00, your choice of this lot for

1 .

!.,

,

'

n!

'

A

..

1

-

311

Misses

I-

l

7r

HI'

Women and

.

ni

2

-

Lot

of neat and stylish Suits for Women and Misses.
Assorted sues in Navy.
Brown, Green and Taney Mixtures. Sold up to
$18.50. choice of this lot for

2.-C- onsists

indl-case-
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ELKS' THEATRE
f A

L

pay-.'-aw-

Damon
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See Window Display p
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
P

L

I II

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

m

o

o

o.

o o o o o Vo

THE CELEBRATED

Pythias

O. F. O.
WHiSKEY

i

4

We
are showing

for the Fall
and Winter season, new de- O
signs In
1

Bottled In Bond.

two-third- s

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

9

a';

0

Distillers,
FRANKFORT. KT.

I Carpets, Rugs, Matting, Linoleum, 5:
Curtains, Portieres and Draperies M
I

I

MELINI & EAKIN
8ol

O

ja

Agent.

And also a full line

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

ot

V

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows
Our prices are the lowesL

In-ti-

Cut this

UNDERTAKERS

0

Albert Faber.

Out...

O
V

And mall

able-bodie- d

It

to

Am

rt

OOOOOOOOOO 0

O

115.

Itealdnnra

DORDERS, runert
vr

ff

the address

given below:
I am a renter,
and I would
like to know how I can buy
home by paying out each month
the same as I now pay rent.

o

O

Auto Dhone. 316. Bell nhone.

able-bodie-

o
no

A

fB.w

uommerciu ciub Bnudlng.

C1TT UNDERTAKER.

The Sotrthwestern Electric & Construction Co.. Inc.
ElectrlcaJ
Engineers and

Contractor.

Name

o

llghtlnjL
Eleotrlo
- nnwdr and tamt- ing plant. dyn- 2 mos. motors
suppllea..
c--4 electrical
House wlrtnz.
X thorlzed agents tot
m Crocker, Wheeler
m Co. Agents for th
g General Electric- C.
motor,
Induction
2rj Largest
stock o
electrical fixtures U
z the southwest. Ar
3i members of the N- m tlonal
Electrical

Address,

66

0

u

Snaps 99
1IOW. Gold Ave.

nn-iS-

REPORT

not.

While no direct evidence on the sub- ji'rt has been presented to us, yet It Closing quotations received i y T. J.
reported for a
ba.s been puiiKienily
Uraf & Co., coriespon-ien- t
for
time, that illegal vol ins has beeu
WiU & Bryan, Iiarnelt building,
permitted and even promoted by xome
V
citizens at elections in Ihis county. Amalgamated Copper .
.
bt
It is said that numerous foreigners, American Sugar
.142'. 0
been in the United Atchison, common ....
who have not
.'. .
States for inore than tix months, who Atchison, pfd
cannot speak, read or write the Kng-- ' Baltimore & Ohio
lihh language, and who are destitute Brooklyn Rapid Transit
of any knowledge of our institutions Canadian Pacific
or government, have been taken to 'Colorado Fuel & Iron .
4U
the polls anil voted by Interested per- - Chicago, Great Western, com... 2 P. 4
,ri4
sons. A majority of the grand Jury c. & O
believe there is good foundation for Erie, common
49',4
Erie, first
these reports.
2Pj
We earnestly urge upon the district Louisville & Nashville
Vi'2U
attorney that he take steps to ascer- - Missouri Taciflc
1P6
tain the fai ls, and to iii ing net essury Metropolitan
11S
witneses liefoio the next grand jury- Mexican Central
23'i
with a view of prosecuting the 01- New York Central
ll:t
fenders and thus deterring them from Norfolk
L17a repetition of one of the most serl-- Reading, common
Pennsylvania
HOTg
oils crimes against our government,
I'.K
It should be added that a portion Itock Island, common
vigorously dissent Rock Island, pfd
uf our liumbtr
70
from this s'atemeni and recoinmeiida- - Ke'p, Iron & art-el2b
common
2
Hep. Iron & Steel, pld
lion.
I'm
;&
We respectfully call the attention Southern Pacific
,
.
... ......
.
.11..
titi
in,.i
,
aU'iHivj iu rnunu Jill i:, jrt'ii
(UUlllll
1S'
of the Compiled Laws of 1SH7, as to, Southern Railway
:!&,
the collection of an occupation tax, 1 ennessee Coal & Iron
N'SVilA
provided for in aforesaid section, and Texas Pacific
.TiVj
that ho take such necessary action as Union Pacific, common
137
0
V. S. a., common
he may see Hi to enforce the law.
38
Having completed our labors, we r. s. s., pfd..
...1'4V
now respectfully uk to be discharged Wabash, common
... 21 Ji
Wabash, pfd.
for the term
... 41h
(Signed)
Greene Copper
GLS MULHOI.LAND.
.. 261k
, Foreman. O. k W
.. IZ
Territory of New Mexico, County of
Kansas City Live Stock.
McKinley:
To the lion. Ira A. Abbott, Judge of
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 23. Cattle
the District Court of McKinley Receipts, fi.OoO, Including 300 south-- '
County
ems; marKet steady to strone: na-$3 i!fl(6: southern steers.
While I have signed the report of live
cows, $1.7jfiJ;0
southern
the grand jury as foreman because it'$2.4oH;
appeared to be my duty to do so, yet native cows, $1.50fi 4.85; stockers and 9
1
2.4oft 4.25: bulls. $2(fl325:IY
also feel It my duty to say In be- - feeders,
half of myself and a minority of the calves, $2.25fi6; western steers, $'.75'T
4 50;
western cows, I4.25Q3.
grand jury, that they do not concur in
Sheep Receipts,
2,000;
the statement as to the illegal voting
market A
In the county of McKinley. nor as to strong; muttons, $4.256.50; lambsji
supposed offenses against section 2SS5 I5&7 25; range wethers, I4.50Q 6.25: lo
2356 of the Complied fed ewes, 3.254.85.
and section
g

F.

r.

mmM

S. Second St.

Contractors'
elation.
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NEW MEXICO'S
LEADING JEWELER

C04C0004C'400s

st

firph

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

.
I

46.

W CdUlCI

Suggests
HAVE YOU A TELE- I'HONE IN YOUR HOME? Enables
you to order groceries; call the physl- clan; perform social duties, etc. Rates
from five cents per day up. Let us
tell you about it.

We

,

S10

UAA

J

I

We have entered into a contract with Mr. George VV.
llickox, agreeing to seil to him our Jewelry Business, Including stock, fixtures, and good wLl, January 1, 1906.
(t.e stroLg feature of our agreement with Mr. Hlckox Is
that we promise to reduce our very large and complete
"ocli to the lowest possible point before that date and
with this end in view, we will begin, Saturday, November
4, a SPECIAL
CLOSING
OUT SALE to continue until
December 31, at which time we positively retire from the
Jewelry Husintss, having arranged to go Into the manufacturing lumber business In British Columbia.
Our business in Albuquerque has increased steadily
year by year, and grateful for this, we propose for the
next two months, to cut out the bljj end of our profits
and to give you such a genuine bargain tale of really
Fine, Hiph Grade Goods, as has never been offered In
our city.
We invite you to make your selections now and avoid
the ruth of the December trade. We have ample vault-rooand will gladly lay aside the goods you select, until
you are ready for them.
We have been in the Jewelry Business 2C years, ana
have never yet advertised a fake sale. In this Bale we
will offer you tare bargains
in Dlawouds and Fine
Watches. Kvery sa e will be backed by my personal
guarantee. Mall orders solicited and sat
assured.

We

tickets for the
ano contest

To Our Patrons and Friends

.

ji

113-12- 0

ooooocooco ocoocooooo
An Open Letter
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Director end Kmbmlmer
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305 Railroad Ann
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The Colorado Telephone Co.
k y
Special Prices
N. T. Armijo Building.
Room
On the Following
0400wnxv00C'0 OSKOs0OsOt0XSX;Otj
Refrigerators
19
$8.75
..

v

--

18

I2

Blue Flame Oil Stoves
$3 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

(6.75

(6
25c
at 20

Decorated Haviland China,
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
25c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
20c
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
13.25
SI Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
40c
112.50 Buggy Harness
$1050

Albuquerque
HardwareCompany
-

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

Mill Wood, Factory Wood
""""

rr

LIME
COKE

mT
v-o-

1

rd

tit
Wood
.

CERRILLOS LUMP
AMERICAN

BLOCK

GOAL

Both Phone
.

i

AVE.

O. A. SLEYSTER

INSURANCE.

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Robert Mclntyre Is recognized as
America's foremost descriptive

Is daily adding new customer to our More. Cur prescription work
must and does M Kit IT the approval of phslclan and patleut. In
fact, everything we tell mutt have MERIT, or we won't sell It.

First St. and

BRIQQS
B. H.Props.
Alvarado

Gold Are.

A

CO.

Pharmacy.

Both Phone.
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PAGE SIX.

A

DEFENSE

OF

THE MAN WHOM FOLK TURNEO OUT, AND WHO WAS CHARGED
WITH BRIBERY TO SECURE A CONTRACT WHICH WOULD BENEFIT HIMSELF, SAYS IN AN ARTICLE THAT BOSSES ARE A NECESSITY, BUT THEY MUST BE HONEST AND TRUTHFUL.

Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 20. The
range country continues to contribute
liberally to the rattle supply, although
receipts last week dropped off lO.oOO
0
head from the previous week, to
head, including 7,000 calves. Colorado shippers had a good deal of
trouble getting rars last week, and
the supply of lit, 000 today contains a
larger share of Colorado cattle than
usual. The market last week was uneven on cows, closing nearly steady,
while Blocker
feeders closed
and
about 10c lower for the week, Killing steers remained steady. The conditions on fed steers changed the middle' of last week on account of short
receipts, and prices Jumped up from
2ic to 30c after Tuesday. It Is believed that this will revive the feeder
business. The market today is strong
and active on cows and country
grades; killing steers are slow and
steady. The bulk of the range steers
sold last week at from $3 to $3.50,
with a good many sales at $2.60 to
$2.30. Choice Panhandle stockers gold
up t $4. Cows ranged from $2 to
$2.60 for the built of the southwestern
stuff. Heavy Colorados sold at $2.90
to $3.25, Including some heifers at
top Panhandles at $2.90.
$3.15 and
Heavy range calves sold at $2.35 to
$3.75; a few veals at $5 and bulls at
$1.85 to $2.15.
Liverpool reports American beeves
rehigher today, and encouraging
ports also come from the eastern
markets.
Sheep and lamb receipts have beon
fairly liberal and the market Is generally lower, a decline of about 25c
being noted for the week. The supply
today Is 6.000 and the market is
steady. Range men are hurrying
their stuff In for fear of stormy
weather, and feeders are pushing
their stuff to market because they are
afraid of the future market. This
romplnatlon Is putting a lot of medium to common stuff on the market.
However, prices are still high and
producers and feeders are making
plenty of money and the prospects
are that the market will be good for
the coming winter. The best lambs
are selling at from $6.30 to $7; some
fed tahs at $6.55 today;
New Mexicans at $5.S5 to $6.30 and
fed Utah wethers today at $5.50. Ewes
bring $4.50 to $5 and feddlngs lambs
from $5.40 to $5.75.

BOSSES

If Cox in Cincinnati had been honWritten by Edward T. Butler,
he could not have been beaten.
Former blacksiiihb. Boss of St. l.ouls est
I know nothing aUmt the facts, but
for 37 yeare, and Now a Million-sire- . the result plainly shows that there
was dishonesty somewhere.
An honest boss Is never beaten.
Me
cannot be beaten as long as the
Political bosses irP a norpfcsity,
people have confidence In him, and
but
they will only lose confidence In him
They must be onot.
after he has proven his dishonesty,
Tliey must le truthful.
by giving them the "double-cross.- "
They must have the confidence ot
It was the same way In New York.
tlie people and be outspoken.
Certain democratic leaders, who asor
no
They must have
relatives
pired to be bosses, tried to organize
friends who want office, and the a Tammany In St. Louis several years
ago.
I told them they were fools to
Ijosses themselves must not be office
seekers or grafters.
undertake such a thine. A Tammany
' The wave of sentiment against boas-mcan be successful only where there
the results of which we saw In are masses of Ignorant voters who are
ngo.
Ohio,
In
ami
willing to be led around like bulls
Missouri a year
New York and riiolladolphia In the with rings In their noses. The people
grew
out of dishonest of New York are evidently becoming
last election,
leadership. I look for those conditions more intelligent,
and the revolt
to prevail for a while, though event- against bosslsm is the natural conse
ually political parties Will drift back quence of dishonest bosslsm.
Now
to leader but those leaders must be Did; Croker, 1 think, was fairly hon
They
can't "hoodwink" the est, but I do not recall any present
honest.
people and remain In politics.
day boss who Is honest. However, I
Jerome's success In New York Is a am out of politics now, and don't keep
example
of the revolution close track of the leaders.
remarkaMe
against bossism thai, la going on all
When I was In politics, I never decountry.
over the
If tbe Issues were ceived a man. Everybody knew where
similarly drawn In any other hi city, I stood. I did not do much bossing
the result would be practically the In fact, I let the other fellows do most
a me, because the latter day bosses of that, but I gave advice where It
have digressed from the path of strict- was needed and took it too. I never
est honesty and truthfulness.
asked a candidate for money for the
But every party needs a' boss, be- campaign, but I did ask It from people
cause every business needs a head. on the outside. The poor candidate
There must be some supreme author- who Is elected isn't well enough paid
ity whose word Is law. The preacher to spend his money running for ofIs the "boss" of his church. He has fice.
the board of directors with him, and The boss who is out for the coin
he "gulls" the people on the outside will soon be found out and dethroned.
f the ring, but ho must do It honestly. Why, I know bosses who made $50,000
If he gets crooked, off comes his head. or $110,000 a year. But they are not
Every bank and every bHslnens has its bosses now, and they won't be any
boss, and must have to succeed. So more. The people found them out and
with a political party. Without lea- turned them out.
den a party will disorganize Itself.
l accuuni ior lue prevalence oi ais-- j

rim

Mining Engineer Hadden Interviewed on Magdalena
and Kelly District.

ALBUQIERQUF Sklllman. Frank Patterson, Jaffa Miller and W. T. Snlggs, all minors, accusing them of loitering In saloons.
of
boys
, K. W. Hadden, a mining engineer The liquor caused the Indictment
men a few weeks ago by
from New York, who has been in the the
that the saloon keepers alcity for the past two or three weeks, testifying
investigating as to some mining prop- lowed them to loiter In their places
erty In the Magdalena district, has of business.
Just returned from a week'B trip to THIEF ROBBED CASH
Kelly, where be made an examination
REGI8TER OF SALOON.
of the property in question. This proOn Sunday night last, a thief enperty lies between the well known
Graphic and Kelly mines, both of tered the saloon of H. B. Sower at
of
which Mr. Hadden examined. These Taos, and robbedMr.the cash register
dollars.
Sower had closed
properties have produced In the neigh- ahisfew
place for the night and had gone
borhood of $8,000,000 and are yet in
another resort for a shcrt time.
their infancy. Mr. Hadden predvrt.8 to
thief entered through the green
a great future for the Kelly district, The
which he .'ays bids fair to become the house, breaking two windows. No
greatest zinc mining camp in the arrests have been made.
While In Kelly Mr.
United States.
Hadden met representatives of the COMMITTED SUICIDE BY
6HOOTING HIMSELF.
Kraplre Zinc company, and the Lanyon
Zinc company, the two great sine conFred Parkhurst committed suicide
cerns of this country, who were on by shooting himself In the right temthe ground securing property for their ple with a 41 caliber Colts, Sunday
were afternoon, says the Santa Rosa Sun.
companies.
These gentlemen
enthusiastic regarding the future of Mr. Parkhurst had lived in Santa Rosa
the camp.
about three years bat had been slcic
Mr. Hadden had an extensive ex- for the last year, which probably was
perience in Cripple Creek, Colorado, the case of the shooting.
where be and Maynard Gunsul are
Madam Gross, recently of New York
till Interested In some good property
muucu guoq city, wl.l on December 1 open a ladles'
sn lue ore uvii.
ni.
from hese to Cripple Creek, where he tailoring establishment In the new
expects to dispose of certain Interests, Armljo building over the Phoenix dry
and from there will probably go on goods store. At present Madam Gross
to Oregon on a deal of considerable is stopping at the residence of A. L.
magnitude for capitalists In the mid- Morgan, cn north Second street.
dle west.
A full line of liquors, wines and corover
Mr. Hadden Is enthusiastic
New Mexico, and considers that we dials. Family trade a specialty. Er
are on the eve of great developments nest Meyers & Co., 116 West Silver
n the way of mining, which ought to Avenue.
place New Mexico in the front rank
A One place to while away the
as a producer of the precious metals. hours
the pool hall, No. 115 West
He considers that the admission of Railroadat avenue.
the territory to statehood will do
much to interest capital in the minHear Robert Mclntyre at the First
ing and other industries and is a Methodist church Thursday evening,
strong advocate of statehood, either November ?3.
(
separately or Jointly with Arizona.
Subscribe for Tbe Citizen and get
He states that he has had considerwith various the news.
able correspondence
eastern friends who are anxious for
information as to the possibilities of
V
ALBUQUERQUE DANCING
the territory, and expects that some
ACADEMY.
will locate in New Mexico.
Open Saturday nights at ColMr. Hadden Is most favorably ImAlbuquerque, and Its peo. s' ombo hall. Instructions from 8
pressed
to 9 o'clock. Social
dancing
pie. and thinks the best recommen
dation for the town Is tbe magnificent 4 from 9 to 12 o'clock.
showing made by the local banks,
which he states were a surprise to
him.
Mr. Hadden Is at the. Commercial
club, which he claims is the finest of
Us kind in any city of a hundred
thousand population In the country.
PRAISES

CITY

OF
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FELL DOWN STAIRS
AND SEVERELY INJURED.
lis ina Witt,' one of the operators
art the central telephone office at
started down stairs at the telephone office in the First National
bank building, and stunibliu, fell from
the landing to the foot of the steps.
She was severely bruised over her
body, limbs, hands and face and has
sprained ankle. She Is confined to
her home and Is suffering considerably,
f
Ros-wel-

UNSUCCESSFUL OPERATION
NEB

'

-

r

J

EDWARD T. BUTLER,
Edward T. Duller, called "colonel,"
was boss of St. Louis for 37 years.
In turning him out and sending his
lieutenants to jail, (lovernor Folk of
Missouri made a national reputation.
Butler started In life as a blacksmith, became boss of St. Louis, and
later a millionaire.
As a result of Polk's Investigation,
Butler was arrested on a charge of
bribery to secure a contract for a
company of which he was stockholder. He was convicted, but a higher
court released him.
He has boasted of how his lieutenants stole elections In the jtast.

honeMy among bosses by the fact ttiat
they were born dishonest. Trace any
man's family history who has been
caught in crime, and somewhere along
the line of Ills ancestry you will find
a black spot. It s In them to be dishonest.
After a few years the parties will
return to the boss idea. They can't
be run successfully without leaders,
and leaders will be called bosses,
though most of the talk about "rings"
and "combinations" Is nonsensical.
But when the bosses do come back
Into their own, they will be honest,
and they will not deceive.

STOCK SALES

J. M. Item, ot Koswell, received a
telegram announcing the death of
Mrs. Mary Hodtfson. which occurred
Sunday at Omaba, where she went
several days ago wi'li her daughter,
Mrs. W. C. Reid, to. be operated on.
The telegram bringing tbe sad ne

Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 17. Following were some sales of Panhandle and
New Mexico cattle here this week:.
Monday, November 13.
W. C. Mclonald, Carlzozo, N. M.,
276 steers, 649 pounds, $3.30.
Iewis & M., Clarendon, Texas, 49
steers, 987 pounds, $3.10.
Good & VanNatta, Rovlna. Texas,
72 cows,

847 pounds, $2.50.
W. Good, Rovina, Texas, 55 cows,

pounds, $2.35.
J. W. Jones & Co., Hansford. Texas. 21 steers, 971 pounds, $3.27t4;
120 steers. 961 pounds, $3.40; 50 cows,
921 pounds, $2.55.
Tuesday, November 14.
Standford & M., Canyon, Texas, 27
calves, 329 pounds, $3.25.
E. E. McCrory, Hereford, Texas, 58
steers, 844 pounds, $2.90.
Helton B. & IC. Amarlllo, Texas, 65
steers. 632 pounds, $2.80.
A. Rowe, Clarendon, Texas, 36 cows,
776
883 pounds. $2.60; 22 canners,
pounds, $2.15.
61
A. S. Uassett, Amarlllo, Texas,
canners, 690 pounds, $2.15.
G. V. Slttner, Anna, Texas, 15 cows,
933 pounds, $2.60.
J. P. White, Bovlna, Texas, 48
steers, 983 pounds, $3.
J. D. Holland, Canyon, Texas, 49
cows, 825 pounds, $2.45.
Lee Bivens, Amarlllo, Texas, 67
calves, 244 pounds, $3.10.
Wednesday, November 15.
81
W. E. Eldace, Canyon, Texas,
cows, 820 pounds, $2.40.
A. Rowe, Mclean, Texas, 174 steers,
51 steers, 804
835 pounds, $3.20;
ponnds, $2.60; 15 bulls, 1,272 pounds,

812

Silencing a Bush Leaguer.
you.' I wanted to give the youngster
a little the best o It for a starter,
and so I called several strikes balls,
which enabled him to make three
hits.
"I never saw a kid whose head be
came so Inflated In a short time as
this youngster. When he stepped to
tbe plate for the fourth time he had a
haughty air, which was Just as much
as to say, 'I am the whole show. You
will have to take off your hat to me.'
"The first ball the pitcher sent up
was a trifle wide, as I afterward
knew, but I called It a strike. The
kid looked at me, but did not say a
word. The next ball was a little better, but not quite good enough to be
called a strike, and I called 'One ball.'
This gave the youngster a chance,
and he said, very impressively:
'The
other one was in the same place.' 'All
right,' was my rejoinder, 'It Is then

$1.75.
Igo, W. &

C Bovtna, Texas, 41
pounds, $2.40.
58
R. W. Lemon. Canyon, Texas.
steers, 840 pounds, $2.90; 28 steers,
803 pounds, $2.70.
Al Popham, Miami, Texas, 26 cows,
24
cows. 895
$2.55;
852 pounds,
pounds, $2.60.
W. E. Carr. Hlgglns, Texas, 77
steers, 952 pounds, $3.05; 30 steers
785 pounds, $2.85.
Lunhelner & Son Texlco, N. M., 46
cows,
cows, 819 pounds, $2.30; 29
824 pounds, $2.35.
J. W. Later. Shamrock, Texas, 37
cows, 822 pounds, $2.50.
Thursday, November 16.
strike two.'"
A. Rowe, McLean, Texas, 250 steers,
steers, 816
825 pounds. $3.15; 280
A Disastrous Calamity.
pounds, $2.85.
It Is a disastrous calamity, when
G. A. Sanches, Amarlllo, Texas, 19
you lose your health, because Indi- cows, 713 pounds, $2.25.
gestion and constipation have sapped
T. 1). Hunt, Hereford. iexa, oi
It away. Prompt relief can be had In cows, 830 pounds, fz.tm; os" ibivcd,
They ''ir, nniiiif s J3.lr.
Dr. King's New Life Pills.
build up your digestive organs, and
8HEEP.
cure headache, dizziness, colic, conFollowlne were some sales of sheep
stipation, etc. Guaranteed by all drug- and lambs here this week:
gists; 25c.
b4l
G. W. Trepenlg, New Mexico,
feeding lambs. 57 nounds. $6.
If In need of fine liquors for family
J. Hagerman, Roswell, N. M. lis
and medicinal purposes, call on Er- lambs, 63 pounds. $6.60; 47 ewes, u
nest Meyers & Co., 116 West Silver pounds, $4.75; 389 feedings lambs, bb
avenue.
pounds, $r).fi(l; 167 feeding tamos, 4t
nounds. If).2r: 505 feeding ewes, 74
pounds, $3.
cows,

782
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WAS BEST MAN
AT 1700 WEDDINGS
35

l,

OROPPED DEAD ON
STREET IN RATON.
Toma C. Archuleta, a well known
native of Raton, dropped dead on the
sidewalk, caused from apoplexy, at
Raton, at 12 o'clock Tuesday. Archuleta, better known as Tom, iu former
years taught school and was a flue
penman. The only surviving relative
known is a sister, ho resides in Chihuahua.
AT OMAHA,

!f

Rave no details, but stated that the
remains would be brought to Roswell HURST'S CLEVER
for burial.
Captain W. C. Reid left to Join his
CALL DOWN
wife at her mother's bedside. Hornet
party
way
on
RosIts
the funeral
to
well.
"I was umpiring a game between
Mrs. Hodgson was noble grand of Pittsburg and New York," says Tim
lodge
Roswell
the
of Rebekahs.
Hurst, "when a youngster I had never
seen berore stepped up to the plate.
ROSWELL SALOON KEEPERS
The raw one had Just graduated from
CAUSE THE ARREST OF BOYS. the brush league and desiring to Im"To get even," the saloon men of press himself upon me, said: 'You
Roswell have secured warrants for are a fine umpire, Mr. Hurst, and I
the arrest of Guy Clements, William know that I will get a fair deal from

DOWN SOUTH

Advantage in Buy
Us:'
ing Diamondsfrom of
tbe cotters and

Th

We buy Diamonds direct
purchase onlv Blue White and Extra White Perfect
Diamonds. We are now selling from a reserve stock
beurht for Investment several years sto. Althouih the
price of Diamonds has advanced considerably we are enabled
to sell these fine Diamonds
at prices then prevailing.
Send for our handsome IHiMtrafof Fall and
Christmas Catalog No. 16. It Is Free.
We ship on approval and pay all charges whether you buy or not. We
relj on the hlgb quality of our goods to merit and win your trade.

67,-00-

DECLARES THE BOSSES WILL COME BACK TO THEIR OWN.

ZINC PROPERTIES

23, 1905.

MARKET LETTER

BOSS BUTLER, OF ST. LOUIS,
WRITES

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

A

to-d- ay

"7 Tito dory of I

-

':$

Kejio, Nov., Nov. 23.
Geo. W. marry under the laws of adjoining
Cheek lays claim to the title of states, come to l.e joined. Check has
'Champion Ilust Man of the World." often officiated in the capacity of
Ho has officiated in that capacity at "best man" ten times In one day.

over 1.700 weddings. The reason for
tbe demand for Chock's services,
aside from his popularity and proposes lug exterior, lies in the dl- vorce lawn and bU connection with a
leading hotel in a place where many
doping couples and others, unable to

There was one wedding at which

he could not be "best man, however,
for Cheek has Jiml married Miss
Marie Teunant of Husanville, who also
per
has a record tor "bridesmaid
fonnances, though he admits that
does uot equal her busanbd's.

It

Brock
and Feagans Importers
LOS
ANGELES. CAL.

Jewelers

r

ooeoee
oscoaee
D. C. CLEVINGER,

Naiuri, U ltd alone, will cur lor itself ;
this might hare brn true at some
time, but aincc for agea it ha not been left
ftloeia, but haa been bound down and fettered
by the nbaervam.es and mandates of society, It
Ml bo longer care jr tlaeif.
At no time d rs the truth of this appeal In us
saora atronply than at that period of a woman's
Ufa when aha la about to berome a mother.
Nature mint he mined at this crisis, and
for thia eery conting-nt- e

cotiiracior

Contracts

taken for

Cement-Ston-

Houses and foundations.

e

A house built of this material

is warmer In winter and cooler
brick house, and la cheaper than good brick.

ooooooooooeoo e e oeoooosooeK

FRIEND

bMB tie viae a that the nuiclef io4 Mmum
Imprisoned and
?krned m tliey tiavt bMa
by t)i drwa of our hchr clvUiutloo, may
auAtrlng and potiihlc
fulfll. without und-iluting harin, the function for which the Creator tntnd'd ttfii
Mother'- - Frien't by Its klntty office aoftena
and relaxe these prtt and enable the mother
to be to pass (.trough the parturient period
and actual cruii with practically do tuflferlrn
to hcrerlf atiit an easy delivery of her ofiiprlttf.
and ia
It la applied externally ns a
wKthinjt, and moat etTwracioua
a
Hnunant. 9i.ou. All drutxi,t
Our boost
r aquae t.
MotherSo)d ' Lent free
mm

BAiN
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hIGKOBY

WAGONS

BrmdfioSd Regulator Oo.f
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LAS PADILLAS

In

summer than a
Foundations for frame houses cheaper than common rubble
stone. Let me figure with you. Drop a card and I will call.
CORN
WALTER AND 9 ANT A PC BTRKKTB

MOTHER'S

i

MODERNIZED

r

REV. JOHN MORDY VISITS PUBLIC
SCHOOL AT LAS PADILLAS.
'
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WHOLESALE
And RETAIL
Albuquerque,

;
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N. M.
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The efforts of Superintendent Stroup
to modernize the schools of Bernalillo
county are meeting with hearty approval where It might he least expected.
The writer was present at the openEvery horse needs a blanket this
ing of the public school at Las
weather, and we invite an inspeclast week and was informed
tion of our large line. A good,
un
entire change was Introduced
that
lined, Burlap Blanket, iwth two
In the course of instruction.
surcingles attached, for $1.50. Fine
Heretofore all the books used were
wool street Blankets at $2.60 each.
in the Spanish language and English
was practically never heard In the
school room.
Cor. First street and Tljeras road. ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
Now' an American teacher begins Q
her work with books printed In English. The writer attempted to apologize for the present teacher to one of
the directors, on account of the fact
FlcESl
that she did not speak Spanish as well II
as the former teachers.
The director expressed his entire
Wioss.BrindlM.Ets,
i
satisfaction, saying; that their children
------JOSEPH BARNKTT, Prop.
would now get a cuance toearn English.
SAMPLE AND
Tne average native Is as anxious,
CLUB ROOMS
Aretwe
perhaps-mo- re
RaKroad
Weat
120
anxious than any other
man that English should be the only
language used in the public school,
and if the legislature should pass a
law requiring every candidate for
county superintendent to be a graduate from some reputable Institution
For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.
which gives a good English education, it would meet with no opposition
from the natives except from political
a ft
bosses who are determined to hold on
" r r a we?
to positions for which they have no
wSZ
qualification.
Member of Board of Optometry
MORDY.
Examiners.
J.

Horse Blankets and
Lap Robes

Pa-dill- as

The St. Elmo

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

Oebbcr Optical Co.

"I Thank the Lord!"
cried Hannah Plant, of Little Rock.
Ark., " for the relief I got from Buck-len'- s
Arnica Salve. It cured my fearC
ful running sores, which nothing else 0
& BOTHE, Proprietors
O.UICKEL
would heal, and from which I had suffered for five years." It Is a marvel0
ous healer for cuts, burns and wounds.
Guaranteed by all druggists; 25c.
The greatest of all newspapers Is
FINE RE8TAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported 0
Wlnea and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade ot a
the Dally
of St. Louie.
and Domestic
.
rin.., n Kmi llmnnrtibl nA TVimAentlA !1firarai
It has no equal or rival In all the west.
and ought to be In the hands of every
reader of any daily paper. It costs,
by mail, postage prepaid, dally. In
cluding, Sunday, one year. $6.00; 6
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
N. PEACH & CO.
months, $3.00; 3 months, $1.50; dally
SALE FEED AND TRANSLTVERT.
without Sunday, one year, $4.00; 6
FER STABLES
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
months $2.00; 3 months, $1.00; Sun
day edition a big newspaper and Automatic 'phone. 535. Office, 208H Horses and Mules bought and exchanged.
magazine combined, 43 to 76 pages
West Gold Avenue.
every Sunday, one year, $2.00; six
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE QITT
months, $1.00. A subscription to the
8econd street, between Railroad nd
M, DRAGOIE
at these prices, Is the
Copper avenues.
best possible newspaper Investment.
Dealers In
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXD
Send your order today or. write for
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
free sample copy td Globe Printing Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
O. F. PLATT,
Company, St. Louis, Mo. See adver
The real cleaner and dyer. LaII ItlnHa Af Freah MaaL
"TwIce-a-Week"
tisement of the
issue 300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
dles' and gentlemen's
fine
of the
elsewhere In ington Avenue. aLiBUUUEKUIs.n. m.
Portieres,
clothes a specialty.
paper.
this
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street Old 'phone, Red,
Spend your leisure time at the pool
26 V2.
Automatic 'phone, 675.
ball at No. 115 West Railroad ave
Movin
Shippin'
Dray'in'
OOCOCOOOC)OOOOODOOOOOOOOOOJ
nue.

o o

OAR AND CLUB ROOMS

Globe-Democr-

Globe-Democra- t,

Globe-Leruocr-

FREIGHTIN

have us once, you'll
again.
Prices right;
there ain't no gougtn'.
You

call

are eaused by Indigestion. If you sat
little too much, or If you are subisct to
attacVs of Indigestion, you have no doubt
had snonnstsor orsatn, rapid heart beats,
ANY POLYGAMY heartburn or palpitation of the heart,
lndia-ettiocauses the stomach to
swell, and puff up against the
sipand
RE
CHURCH
HEAD OF MORMON
This
heart.
the heart and inter
FUSES TO MARRY MAN AL- feres with itscrowds
action, and In the course el
READY WED AND PROSPECTIVE time the heart beoomes diseased.
ARBRIDE
BENEDICT AND
RESTED.
n

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

A
22.

J ;"i p-

A

Maternity,

SMITH IS AGAINST

dispatch from El Paso, dated Nov.
ays: The arrest here of fc..
Conger and Pearl Gurr, of Utah, brings
out the fact that President Smith of
the Mormon church absolutely refuses
to sanction plural marriages any more
Couger declares that he fell in love
with Miss Gurr in Utah and, although
married, his wife agreed he could also
marry MIhs Gurr. Being refused a 11
cense In Utah, he went to the Mormon
colonies in Mexico, expecting to marry
there,
for his first wife, and
make his home with them both.
He says President Smith, who was
visiting Uw colonies, flatly refused to
penult tbe marriage and the coufTi
started bad; homo, arriving here and
being arres:ed. Conger being charged
with Hlnluc ion of the girl. Conger
snya both
ive been expelled from
the church by President Smith.
Hives, twiia, Itch or salt rlioum
sets Jim r;i.y. Cant l'e:ir tl'.tf touch
of your tleiiiing.
noun's Ointment
cures the m st obstinate cases. Why
suffer? All druggist sell It.

VM

the Stomach.

Aftar mtirt, my food arsuM diet rata ma by mair!n'
beam pjpilia auxl I would become ear aiaaji.
finally I (at bottle of Kedal and It gar ana Immr
dial relief. Altar ualnf a law bottlaa I am cured.
MRS. bORlNG NICHOLS, Peon Yaa, H. T.
I had ttomach trouble and waa in a bad at ale aa I
aad heart trouble ericn It- - I look Kodol DyapapaW
Our a fat about lour dm&lbs and II cured ma.

O. KAUBLK,

Ditfests

a

What You Eat

aulaaae.1.eua

tlmae ae
er ae

heraaa.

rr.ina
nUIT'O O.C.WIel
111 ,Qle,V a 4 I

For sale by a1 druggists.

V ANN O. D.
Specialist.
Eyesight
By the Albuquerque Transfer Men
President of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician In New
MERCHANT TAILORING
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous straia.
Offlce Room 9, Whiting block. ApUPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM pointments
made at Vann's drug
store.
BINI, PROPRIETOrt.
My merchant tailoring stiop is up
No. 20a West Railroad ave
nue, where I solicit the patronage ot
the pulilic. All work guaranteed first
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
perience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not

stairs over

A. W. HAY DEN
CONTRACTOR ANO BUILDER.
412

Office and F.tciory
WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, (I. M.

injure tbe cloth. Ladies' garments Phones, Auto. 1U8; Colo., Black 265
also cleaned and walking Bklrts made
to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
PAINTS, OIL8. VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION..
Leather,
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
H. E. No. 69G8.
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. PalDepartment of the Interior. Land Of- metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Oc- stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
tober 31, 1905.
Notice is hereby given that tbe fol- V09 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
lowing named settler has Qled notice
of bis intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
iroof will be made before tbe probate clerk at Albuquerque, New MexALL HOMZ
ico, on December 5, 1905, viz., Juan
COOKING
liautlste Kowemlsneh, of Valencia
county. New Mexico, for the SH Boston Baked Beans
and Brown Bread
NWVi, N4 SWU. section 28, township
every Saturday.
12 north, range 7 west.
Ho names 'the following witnesses 401 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
to prove his continuous residence
upon anil cultivation of said land,
&
viz., Gertrudes Heco, Jose Gonzales,
lilsenta Alonza and Teodorj Fowto, FIRE INSURANCE. RHAL ESTATE.
11 of Layuna,
New Mexico.
LOANS
MANUEL, K. OTERO.
Automatic phone 451.
Register
lijoni 10,
T. Af'J' Building.

Thos.

digests what you eat, taxes the strain o9
ef tbe heart, and contributes nourishment;
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the Stomach and D'ges
thro Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
of

S. .T

at ta. l.a-- 1

r.

Keleher

Woman's Exchange

RANKIN

CO.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

PACE SEVEN.

THIRD STREET

DOESN'T LIKE HIS NURSE

ANYTHING

MOST

EVENING CITIZEN

ALHUUUE1U3UE

23. 1905.

Meat Market

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

All Kindt of Fresh

and Salt Meat
Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street
Steam

Word from Joth Wise.

A

COMfe
BACK

HERE. II

JOE
Don't think th't Jest because yeu've spent r
thing you've dene It well,
whole lot uv time doin' a

tQv&l

.

PlNOS

Established In 1882

my

i

game of tattle? Hyde
tells on Odell and Harriman. Harrl
man tells on Odell. Odell tells on
Squire tells on Dopew. le
Piatt.
pew tells on Squire.

Isn't

It a lovely

'.

HAT. GRAIN AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELT9 AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr
602 South First Street Both Phones

jJ .

a

I

interrupt)

THROWN

CONVICT
GOVERNOR
OTERO
MENOO RODRIGUEZ

IN FRONT

OF

i

WAGON AND KILLED

PARDONED

A TAOS PUEB- VICTIM
OF AN

RELEASES SANTA ANA JIRON,
LO

FROM

INDIAN,

ACCIDENT.

SCOTCHMAN

EVIDENCE OF FAITH.
Hy-om- ej

,

two-stor-

y

(r COMS

Wood-Workin-

SANTA Fl: JEWS

TOTI

ARE

A.

GRADI

1621-163-

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
of Imported Wines, Liquors
OF RUSSIAN Fine line
FOR THE RELIEF
and Cigars. Place your order (or
SUFFERERS, AND THEY ARE
this line with us.
LIBERAL SUBSCRIBERS.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
S. Spitz, who some days ago re
ceived a letter from Rabbi H. Kap'
REDUCED PRICES''
lan, of Albuquerque, urging that a col
Plates, $8.00;
On Dental Work.
lection be taken up at Santa Fe, has Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
been busy of late calling upon the up. Teeth extracted without pain,
merchants In regard to the matter,
50c. All guaranteed.
and announces that so far he has met
receptions.
with very encouraging
Not a man that I have approached.
said Mr. Spitz, "but who said that he
was only too glad to be able to help
89 worthy a cause."
The money collected at Santa Fe
will be transmitted to Rabbi Kaplan
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
at Albuquerque, or lnsthe event of a
large fund being raised, and in light Room 17. N. T. Armljo Building.
of the offer of the Postal Telegraph
company. It is likely that the money
will be sent direct to Jacob H. Schlff, The Fuetir Undertaking Company
at New York. New Mexican.
Successor! to Edwards Jb Fuehr
Every Ounce You Eat.
307 West Railroad Anaii.
Every ounce of food you cat that fails
Dai or Night
to digest does a pound of harm. It 61th 'Phones.
turns the entire meal into poison. This
not only deprives the blood of the necessary
material, but It
poisons it. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is
a perfect dlgestant. It digests the food
regardless of the condition of the
stomach. It allows that organ to rest
and get strong again. Relieve! the
Belching, Heart Burn, Sour Stomach,
Indigestion, Palpitation of the Heart,
etc. Sold by all druggists.
Will do all your CARPET.
HOUSE and WINDOW CLEANOFFICER3 OF ROSWELL OIL
ING, and doctor your stove, at
COMPANY ARE 8ELECTED.
the rate of 25 cents per hour.
com
Oil
Directors of the Koswell
Phone Red, 271.
Auto, 630.
pany have selected the following offB,
Tannehill;
L.
President,
311 North Seventh Street 31 1
icers:
vice president, Nathan Jaffa; treas
urer, W. C. Reld; secretary, J. N.
Chipley; general manager, Isaac Can
GO TO THE
field.
SUBSCRIBING

Seventeenth Street.

9

MONEY

q

Grmral Balldlng SappHes

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

Both Phones

Unredeemed Diamonds
BELOW

THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD

YOUR 'JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
AT COST,
DIAMOND EVEN
IT WOULD
still pay you to buy it from us, as we are In a position

monds that have been pawned to us at
jewelers buy at wholesale.
ROSENFIELO,

The Pawnbroker.

20

to sell diaper cent less than retail

The Man You Can Trust

the St. Elmo, Albuquerque. N.
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

118 Railroad avenue, next door to

cccooo

tlssue-bulldln-

STICKING TO

HAYGODD

A

M.

CONTRACT.

is one of our good points. We do not
repudiate figures on estimates, and
we follow every detail closely. We do

The Cleaner

TO ESTABLISH
ANOTHER COLONY SOON.
A number of Mormons from Tempe,
Ariz., were In Santa Fe yesterday to
file on government land In Blue Water
valley. In Valencia county, for a Mor
man colony of 150 people, which Is to
be a Bister colony of Hainan, in that
same section.

COLORADO

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

.

Mothers everywhere praise One MIn
ute Cough Cure for the sufferings it
has relieved and the lives of their lit
tie ones It has saved. A certain cure
for Coughs, Croup and Whooping
Cough. Makes breathing easy, ruts
out phlegm, and draws out the inflam
mation. Sold by all druggists.

DENVER,

only work of the very highest class,
and we charge only reasonable prices
s
work. We find that this
for
policy pays us. You'll find it will pay
you to have us do your work.
.;
first-clas-

AND

PLUMBING

CO.

New Planing Mill

The Williams Dttig Co.

South of Viaduct, on First Street.

Special machinery
.

MORMONS

O. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
G. E.

GU8TAF80N, Proprietor.

Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

O. DINS DALE

HIGHLAND LIVER)
STABLE
Boarding Horses a Specialty
V,

'

8AM KEE
Don't use harsh physics. The resays that he has lots of pretty V
action weakens the bowels and leads
Qet Doan's it things, comprising Toys, Indian
to chronic constipation.
Curios, Mexican Drawnwork, and V
Kegulets. They operate easily, tone
Chinese and Japanese goods, for V
the stomach, cure constipation.
V
Christmas.
215 South Second Street.
Don't wait for an explosion cook
with gas the humane way.

m?0

Located on the Bclcn

WEST RAILROAD

117

AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

Citrzen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

Ear. Em.

3B3 JEM 2Ln IEB Hs3"
of The Atchison, Topeka

Cui-o- ff

&

o

Santa Fe Railway

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,

Belen, is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

COMING

Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite
streets, with alloys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old sha.le trees; public school house, costOf 1,000 buslnets and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
ing $16,000; churches. Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Inhabitants; largest merrantlle establishments In New Mexico; the Belen PaLent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Helen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, lne, beans and hay In Central New Mexico, its importance as a great commercial railroad city in (be near future cannot be estimated.
70-fo-

ALL

New Tailor Shop.

J. Morelli, the well known tailor

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

The Ion offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation)
modern hotel.
coal and wood yard, drug store, haine-- i shop, etc., etc. Also a tlrst-cla-

has reopened a tailor shop on North
First street, where he Is ready to

;

no sand or gravel.

We need a

first-clas- s

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shop, placing mill,

s

clean, press and repair ladles' and
cents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers solicit

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

n

DEEDS.

ed.

r
I

RUB

ON

and the Rheumatism's gone,

a

i

m

m m

JOHN BECKER, President

ImOVI W

a

'

THE STANDARD HEATING

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Robert Melntyre, wlio captivated
his audience at the First Mfthodlst
church last April, with his celebrated
lecture on "Buttoned lTp People," will
lecture In the Methodist church on
Thursday evening of this week. His
subject will be "Abraham Lincoln."
This is Mr. Mclntyre's masterpiece.
A large number of tickets have al
ready been sold. Come early If you
espect'to get a seat.
A.

STRONG

When ono of the west reputable
druggists in Albuquerque guarantees
that a medicine will effect a cure or
they will refund the money, It speaks
volumes as to the merits of that remedy, it Is In this way that J. H. O'Rielly Co. are selling Hyomel, the treatment that has made so many cures
of both acute and chronic cases of
catarrh in Albuquerque and vicinity.
Hyomel is Jiot a pill, nor Is it a
liquid that has to be taken with a
tablespoon or wineglass. Just breathe
it by the aid of an inhaler that comes
with every outfit, and benefit will be
seen from the. fli'Ht treatment.
The complete Hyomel outfit cots
but
and includes an inhaler,
dropper and sufficient Hyomel for
CONTRACTORS,
ATTENTION.
Beveral weeks' treatment.
Proposals, or bids for the construcRemember that If Hyomei does rWt
tion of a
brick business cure you, J. H. O'Rielly Co. will rebuilding, with cellar, stone founda- fund your money. This is a good time
tion, of 50x80 feet, are solicited. Bids to cure catarrh by this natural method
will be received until
December C, and prevent catarrhal colds that are
re1905, at 10 a. m., the architect
so common at this season.
serving the right to reject any or all
Can't look well, eat well or feel
can
bids. Plans and specifications
be had by applying to O. Palladlno, well with Impure blood feeding your
body. Keep the blood pure with Burarchitect, 331 North Fourth street.
dock Blood Bitters. Eat simply, take
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a exercise, keep cleftn and you will have
gas range.
long life.

MclNTYRE, THE

NOTED

j

the West

Steam, Electric and Hydraulic Engineering. Mine and 8melter Supplies, Engines, Boilers, HEATING APPARATUS, Compressors, Saw
g
Mills,
Machinery, and Engineers'
and Machinists
Toole and 8upplls. Western agents for The American Radiator Co.
8pecial Catalogues on Application.

Secretary Mutual Building Associa
tion. Office at .1. C. Haldrldges Lost'
ber yard.
DISEASED

if

Tin Pioneer Machinery House

A, E. WALKER,
riRE

INCURABLE

& Bolthoff

Mfg. and Supply Co

INSURANCE.

Caruso, the tenor, is siild to be a
gifted black and white artist. Hooker
T. Washington plca.se take notice.
ROBERT

The Hendrie

CLARK VIL LE PRODUCE CO
f

"ReBdgPS3"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

Best on

South Second Street.

214

J. H. O'Rielly Co. Guarantee that
Will Cure the Wort Case of
Catarrh in Albuquerque.

A monument to Pocahonta.s is to be
erected. Won't somebody please erect
one to Indian summer?

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine wtth which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them tbey
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to u
and we will straighten them out for you.

Free Delivery.

Orders Solicited.

Son Lost Mot tier.
"Consumption runs In our family
and through It I lost my mother,'
writes B. B. Reld, of Harmony, Me.
"For the past five years, however,
on the slightest elgn of a Cough or
Cold, I have taken Dr. King's New
Discovery for Consumption, which
has saved me serious lung trouble,
His mother's death was a sad lose for
Mr. Reid, but he learned that lung
troable must not be neglected, and
how to cure it. Quickest relief and
cure for coughs and colds. Price 60c
and 11.00; guaranteed at all druggist.
Trial bottle free.
You will miss the best thing of the
season if you miss hearing Robert
Melntyre Thursday evening. Remember the place the First Methodist
church.

Jsn't Ray the Cutup?
McCann and Ray Applegate
stood in the eorner Wednesday.
Ray Applegate emptied his pockets
Wednesday morning.
Rav Anulegate had to throw
whole uennv stick of gum in the
waste basket Tuesday. School notes
Antwerp (O.) Bee.

...

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
las. Ileektn ' & Co.'s Coffees, lm
boden's Granite Flour.

Hlllsboro ureaniery Butter
Earth.

Santa Ana Jlron, a Taos Pueblo Indian, was accidentally killed Tuesday.
He was in the mountains above the
He secured a
pueblo after poles.
heavy load and started to return, when
the team ran away and he was thrown
in front of the wagon, which passed
over the entire length of his body.
His young son was with him and gave
the alarm, but the man was dead before help reached him. Jiron is survived by a widow and five small children, the oldest about twelve years of
age. He was a relative of Lorenzo
Martinex of Taos.
About four or five years ago J Iron's
son was driving the same team when
one of them kicked the boy on the
head killing him instantly. The same
team took a run around the plaza in
Taos one day last week, overturning
and smashing one buggy but doing no
further damage.
The governor of the Taos Pueblo,
a few days ago, took the accidental
killing of an Indian at Plcurls for the
text of a very forceful rebuke of the
practice of carrying and discharging
firearms during fiestas and dances,
closing by issuing a strict order prohibiting boys from having firearms In
their possession at such times.

Mary

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

Governor Otero yesterday granted a
pardon to Mendo Rodriguez, a convict
from Taos county, under sentence of
ten years' imprisonment for murder In
the third degree, and who has serv
ed nine prison years of his sentence.
The pardon was granted upon a cer
tificate of the physician of the territorial penitentiary that Rodriguez has
contracted an incurable disease and
could live but a short time longer. He
"This Is a free country," yelled the has been unable to work for the past
enthusiastic patriot.
two years, having been all this time
"Sh!" whispered his comrade, warn-ingl- In the hospital, and therefore, only an
"Somebody'll hear about It expense to the territory. In addition,
and organize a trust."
during his confinement, he had con
ducted himself, prior to his IHneBS,
In an exemplary manner, and has a
good record as a docile and obedient
prisoner.
Superintendent Bursum recommend
ed this action on the part of the gov
ernor. The authorities are to be con
gratulated for their decision in this
case, as it seems that ample justice
has been done, and that keeping the
prisoner for another year In the penitentiary would be cruel and Inhuman,
In addition to useless expense.
Rela
tives of Rodriguez from Taos county
were in town, and they, with their
liberated friend will leave tomorrow
for their home In the northern part
of the territory.

"Poor Prlngle has been In hard
luck for the past year."
"Prlngle In hard luck! Why, he's
owned a steam 'yacht for the last
year! "
"Yes, that's why he's in hard luck."

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

F. G. PRATT & CO.

I

Mayor McClellan nays he doesn't
wish to take advantage of any technicalities. He must feel rertaln that
he was elected.

No Place to Tie 'Em.
The great captain of Industry and
master of rebate had set aside 75,'
000,000 for the formation of a univer
sity. Many of his plans bad been carried out, but a site for the institution
had not been selected, and be was
conferring on that question with the
man he had chosen as president.
"I think the place I have mentioned
Is Ideal," said the c. of 1. and m. of r,
"The land is elevated, the views are
fine, and the buildings would not be
too close to any city that might offer
temptations to the students.'
"The site is a fine one, In many
ways," remarked the president, "but
I fear It will not be attractive to the
students. The nearest railroad track
Is at least ten miles away."

Arena,

BAIXINO, Proprietor.
(Surcessor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDINO
CAKE3 A SPECIALTY
We deslr patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.

PAPA!

you?" asked the Judge.
"Nothing but this, your honor,"
replied the prisoner, who had been
found guilty of bigamy. "Remember
that I lived with the second wife for
over a year:"

Game of Draw,

W. Railroad

PIONEER BAKERY

"Is there anything you wish to say
In your own behalf before 1 sentence

A

2

SIMON

i1

papa!

Feels Consoled.
Owing to a superfluity of republican
voting In this township last Tuesday,
the editor has been gently relegated
to civil life without any possible sue
cor to sustain him during the coming
year. In fact, both Mr. Herrlck and
ourself are cast adrift without office,
and too late In the fall to pick tip any
stray Jobs as Janitor for the winter.
But we take all the blame for our
own defeat, however. When we got
a new Pritchard suit and a foxy bat
we knew that we were taking chances
In displaying such evidences of high
living In the heat of a campaign in
which reckless expenditure In office
was one of the main Issues.
One consolation, however. There Is
always a sort of heroic glamor aliout
a defeated candidate that often adds
to his popularity. Pryan and Parker
are much sought for on the iectm
platform and to talk to students, and
at a
otherwise deport themselves
good round price. We may lecture
some and write for the magazines
Then there are Webster. Clay, Tllden
and Blaine, all In the same boat with
us a very consoling reflection, Indeed.
We will, of course, not now be beset
with the temptations of a salary of
$50 a year. We never know but that
these reverses are blessings In disguise. West Lafayette (().)

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers.
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Cigar.

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

113
1

Lily

Smoke the White

Wholesale Grocers
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WM. M. BERGER,

Secretary
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States, showing "What the United
State have done for the Jews, and
what the Jew have done for the
HANAN
United States. Everybody la cordially
DOUGLAS.
8HOES
welcome.
SHOES
By refereuce to a local advertise$5.50
ment pub 11 lied elsewhere la' 'i he
b seen that Madam
Citizen,
will
it
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Gross, late of New York city, will
open on December 1, a ladles' tailor-In. Fair
and colder tonight. Friday,.
establishment in the Armljo buildfair.
ing, corner of Railroad avenue
and
street, occupying room 28. The
THE PROBABILITY OW GETTING BETTER CLOTHING THAN OUWd
Mrs. Oscar Llfft'rlng. wife of the Third comp
to the city highly recomgeneral merchant at Hablual, is in the lady
is rttiviUTE.
mended.
city, the guet ut friends.
on
couucll
Tho
special
committee
The rain of the last two days regis- social evlL appointed at Monday
ters a total precipitation of
night's meeting, will meet as soon aa
of an Inch, and the rain was wet.
Qoalily-Style- Fit
Counclhnan tlfeld. oue of the memCol. W. M. Dergor, secretary of the bers, returns to the city. Notice
will
Helen Town and Improvement comour Fail line is second, to none. Our line, nt Mnthi..
be published in the dally papers, and
v
pany, is here today on business.
national reputatlon-- we
an Invitation extended to all those
can't afford to sell you Inferler gooda--we
have!
d
to live up
Mrs. M. R. Oturo and Mrs. I. L.
our own reputation. We would be glad to have vou look!
who have suggestions and views to
,
over th ICow Vail S,,lt.
went to I.os I.uuas hint night to make to the committee on tho social
be guests of Mrs. Solomon Luna.
evil question'.
A. A. Henry has accepted the night
R. C. SDooner. superintendent of
1
management of the Graham Bros,
the Indian wui chouse at Cftcngo, Is,
upon
In
guest
entered
bis
.duties.
clt
K.
the
and
of James
the
TIGER
Miss Besnle and Kenneth Baldrldge Allen, superliitcdnet of the local In- STETSON
.Mr.
dian
Spooner Is a brother,-- '
school.
returned home this morning from an
HATS
of
Senator Spooner, of Wisconsin, and
eight weeks' sojourn with friends In
the railroad - clothier
HATS ,
is presumably here for the purpose of
j.
$3.50
Los Angeles.
'
Mra. K. .7. Wilson and son, family Investigating the advisability of rebuilding
the warehouse which was
of .one of the local representative of
the Armour Packing company, arrived recently burned at the local school.
A delegation of clerks, members of
latl night from Pueblo, Colo.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
the Retail Clerks' union, called on the
Walter O'Urlen, the Inspector of manager
Globe
of
store
the
relative
the territorial cattle tanltary board, to closing his place of business at t FOR SALE
e
farm vagnn,
who was here on business the past
in good condition. Apply 214 South f)
p. m., and not "16 o'clock," as
o'clock
few days, returned to Las Vegas last
'
Kdith street.
announced in the Morning Journal.
night.
After listening to he clerks' appeal.
5
Bert W. Bryant and A.V. Testier were Mr. Rice consented, stating that he
LADIES' TAILORING..
initiated into the Elka ut last night s would close the Globe store at 6
Madame Gross, of New York city,
meeting. A large number of the an- - o'clock every evening, except Satur- will open December 1, In the New
tlered tribe were present to tako part days and pay days.
building, corner of Railroad avein the fun.
Are always acceptable presents for either ladies or gentlemen.,
An Immense crowd was out to Col- nue and Third street, room L'6. RidWe
Mrs. O. C. Hudson and two daugh ombo hall last night to hear the lec- ing habila, walking skirts,, shirt
engrave
waists,
thera free of charge, and we assure you they will please.
gowns
fancy
shirt
waist
ters, family of the Santa Ke section ture of Walter Thomas Mills, the
suits,
and waists.
west socialist lecturer, regardless
foreman at
returned
the InCall and see what we have to off.ir you.
Remodeling, pressing, cleaning. All
last night, after being here the past clemency of the weather. of
Mr. Mills
couple of days.
Icok the liberty to score Albuquerque work done by experienced men.
Address, meantime, 911 North Third
Prof. Clinton J. Crandall, superin on the social evil question, as well as
tendent of the government
Indian some very unquestionably strong ar- street. I'hone 724.
school at Santa Fe, and who was here guments on the growth of socialism
Some or the best local talent will
on ofllcial matters, has returned to the Ir the United States.
The eclffs appear in "The Broken Hearted Club"
0
territorial capital.
will continue throughout the wee, and "Sarah's Young Man," December
two
nights,
as
Instead
was
of
first
at
wua
to have been
1, at the Elks' opera house.
The social which
0
119 SOUTH SECOND STREET:
given by the Eastern Star ladies at arnounced.'
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Subscribe for Tb Citizen and get
on
W. B. Yeary, a prominent banker
the residence of Mrs. A. Everlit,
8
Friday evening, has been postponed and newspaper man of Furmersville, the new
on account of the weather.
Collins county, Texas, Is spending a
A. W. Anson, the contractor and few days In Albujuorque, transactisarnr uorn. for your chickens. Bet- builder, loft last night for Los Angel ing business of a legal nature. Mr.
ter and cheaper than wheat; $1.50 per
es, on a combined business and pleas Yeary is from the black land belt of
100 pounds, star Hay and Grain Co.
ure trip. Mr. Anson expects to be ab Texas near the Indian Territory line.
sent from the city a couple of weeks. When asked what he thought about
The Opportunity club will give aa
W. J. Cardwell, who was at Sanft the prospects for Btatehood for the
old time social at the First Baptist
Fe, yesterday, on business connected territories, Mr. Yeary said that he
church Friday evening. November 24.
didn't know. There is so much poliwith the Mutual Benefit Life InsurA good time is promised to all who
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES
up in Ihe proposition that
ance company, of Newark, N. J., re- tics mixed
attend. Admission, fifteen cents.
Is no telling what the terri
there
night.
to
city
last
turned
the
l have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the Si If you: want more eggs,
tories would get.
feed your
James Bingham and Tony Ortiz will
most beautiful gems ever brought, to this country, that I am going to
hena International Poultry Food. E
leave in a boat, Saturday morning,
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than attip
Mclntyre
Robert
will
W.
lecture
the'
at
Fee,
620
South Second street
on a 'cruise down the Kio Grande as
Methodist church this evening on' A tli em to an eastern wholesale market.
far as San Marcial. They are after "Abraham
The ladles of the German lodge
Lincoln."
All
pupils
of
the
ducks and expect to be absent several public schools
will give a MASQUERADE BALL on
and mission schools; 6
weeks.
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Tuesday night, November 28, at the
will be admitted for twenty-fivcents. ;y
Mr. Mirabel, a well known sheep
Red Mais' hall. Masks raised at ta
040K O
riauer of San Rafael, Valencia county. tiESSELDtN WiLL COMPLETE
door.
today purchased the Whltten rest
dence at the corner of Copper avenue
BLACK KOCK SCHOOLS
and Fifth street. Consideration private.
Contractor Wallace Hesselden has
Mrs. E. A. Kelly, of Leavenworth,
Kan., who stopped over a day or two secured the contract for the completo visit ner relatives, Mr. and Mrs, tion of several school buildings at rfre
Harry W. Kelly, at Ias Vegas, passed Black Rock agency, Ariz., which were
through the city for southern Califor- left half finished by a contractor who
fell down on the job, and Mr. Hesselnia last night.
Miss Elizabeth Brown, of the City den left last night for Black, Rock,
of Mexico, who was hero a month with a crew of workmen to take up the
where the other' contractor left
with her sister, Mrs. R. F. Asplund, work Mr.
Hesselden's bid was $6,000,
left tbiB afternoon on the flyer for off.
Los Angeles, where she expects
o whlrh is considered a very good price
for the work yet to be done. The work
spend the winter.
Is expected to require several months
The well known lecturer, Robert even though a large force
or men be
Mclutyre, reached the city on the No. employed at It.
Call
Goods
2 passenger train from the west today and will lecture at the Lead Avein
Rooms
The one thug you
want to
nue Methodist chuch tonight on the miss Is the play given don't
by the Womsubject of "Abraham Lincoln."
an's club on December 1, In the Elks'
Yesterday afternoon
Miss
Elsie opera house.
Kempenlch, the young daughter
of
Mr. and Mrs. L. Kempenlch) gave a
Rubber shoes, boots and Arctics, in
party to a large number of her young all sizes for men, women and chilassociates, at the home of Tier par- dren, at C. May's shoe store, 314 West
ents, No. 918 West Railroad avenue. Railroad avenue.
E. Maharam, who has a general
store at the corner of Railroad avePipe
Hose,
nue and Twelfth street, is enjoying a
Belting,
Engines,
Boilers,
visit from Ills father, Rabbi M. Ma
haram, of Philadelphia, who arrived
for Prices
Saddles,
Supplies.
this morning from California. Rabbi
Maharam is an orthodox Jew.
Mra. Alice Hayward, of 120 South
Arno street, was at home last even
When in need of designs for
ing to the ladies and veterans of the
"occasions," call on us and we'll
Grand Army of the Republic. A New
show you what we can do and tell
England supper of doughnuts, maple
you how moderate the cost.
syrtip and coffee was served. An interesting musical program was
THE FLORIST

LOCAL AND

Everything Men and Boys
Wear
Reputable Clotting

PERSONAL

n

(Or women

sorosis Shoes

' $X50

and Price

Are drawing cards'. The champing styles shown In the new models,
prove that tjiey possess all the ftraoe and beauty which has made
them famous. One particular claim about them is that they fit the
average pocket book as well as the foot to perfection.
ALL STYLES SELL AT THE UNIFORM PRICE OF

No-lan-

Prices range from $ 0 to $30..

n,

$3.50
STYLE 1.
STYLE 3.
heel.
STYLE 9.
STYLE 27.
STYLE 402

n...

SIMON STERN,

Black Ki.t. narrow toe. light extension sole, military heel.
Blark Kid. medium wide toe, light extension sole, opera

IF

Ulack Kid, wide too, heavy extension sole, low heel.
Box Calf, wide toe. extra heavy sole, low heel.
Cloth Top, round toe. light turn Bole, Cuban heel.

Two-hors-

J

Signet Rings

Ar-mij- o

Remember Thanksgiving!
rapidly approaching, and remember also that our store affords
the best facilities for the selection of
the best groceries and table delicacies. Everything
that tends to
make your Thanksgiving
dinner a
source of gastronomic delight, will be
found in our stock, which lias been
provided for th
most carefully
Thanksgiving season.

It's

'

r. TROTTER
cooooooooocoo
F.

Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

'

MAYNARD,

DIAMONDS

henry yanuyv,

e

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

--

.

Albuquerque, N. M.

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every atandard

THE

piano,

cut

GENUINE CHICKERING

The triumphant result of over 10 years of endeavor, li admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that aav piano
could possess.
'

THE WIIITNON
MUSIC CO.
114
SOUTH SECOND dTREET.
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the Pawn Broker
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LUMBER

The Jeweler

PLUMBING

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
and Examine the Beautiful
Displayed
Our Sample

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

fj stationery,

j

periodicals.

It la easy to find

Newcomer Book and Art Store
NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.
Our line of holiday goods ia now nearly complete.

NEW LINE

OF BLANK

BOOKS

FLORAL

319

W. H. Hulvey, of Chicago,

who was
r,
here the other day and left for
returned to the city last night,
bringing in with him witnesses who
will give evidence before Judge Ells
worth Ingalla in a depredation case.
of the Latta heirs against the govern
ment, for losses sustained by the Indiana Bome twenty odd years ago.
Special
services
will be held at Temple Albert Friday
evening at "7:45.
Throughout the
country will be celebrated by appropriate services the two hundred and
fiftieth anniversary of the settlement
of the Jews In the United States. Mr.
George S. Klock, the well known attorney and able and eloquent speaker, will deliver an address.
Ra'.bi
Kaplan will also speak, giving a sketch
of Jewish activity in the United
Blue-wate-

'

Columbia Graphaphonea.

CIGARS
AND CANDY.

i

Records and Supplies.

DIAMONDS

When bought right are a good investment. Our prices are right We lnvlta
you to call and examine the beautl nl diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.

RAILROAD

AVENTJE.

EVERITT

W.-it-

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

you wish to get more for
your dollar than a dollar
will buy elsewhere. The
suits we are offering at $15
and $18 will not last long
in the face of such a price,
for they look like more dollars than those we
ask you to pay
If
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West Santa Fe avenue.
Auto I'hone 718.
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WM. M'INTOSH.

HARDWARE

We Carry "The

'sand Boys' Overcoats

SEE

WINDOW

RKTAIL

Best" Heaters and Ranges

CALL AND SEE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY.
COLE'S "HOT PLASTi" "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATjfRS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN GEM AND PERFECT
HOME BASE BURNERS, SUPERIOR QUICK
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFfC STEEL RANGES.
GALVANIZED AMD JAPANED COAL HODS, FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.

SHEET IRON HEATERS.

COLE'S HOT BLAST.
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WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW STOCK
AND AMMUNITION.
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OF RIFLES, SHOTGUNS
WE INVITE THE TRADE TO INSPECT THEm!

WE CARRYTHE MOST COMPLETE STOCK
BREAD

Rubbers. Slickers, Rubber Boots

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
West Gold Ave.
122 South Second St.
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Proprietors

WHOLESALE
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CHAS. F. MYERS.
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South Firit Strtet
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WHITNEY COMPANY

IVES,

v

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
FRAMING.

Farm Implements, Pumps,
and Fittings,
Packing,
Steam Pumps,
Harness,
Leather, Ranch

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

JUST RECEIVED.

PICTURE

i

MAKERS,

CAKE

OF FOOD

CHOPPERS.

MAKERS.

r
THE

FAMOUS( STUDE8AKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS A IPEC ALTY.

West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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